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- -This paper is an attempt-·to demonstrate that C·harle·s ·· 
' 
Marlow, besides serving _as a ·technical device for recording 
' 
"Youth,-" "Heart of Darkness," and· Lord Jim, is also a signifi'cant, 
complex character who becomes increasingly aware of· the nature of 
the romantic conscience and of meaning in life. While it is also 
true that Marlow appears in_Conra4's complex later novel Chance, 
.... 
his _interdependent roles as character and narrator are so radically 
different from those same roles in the earlier ·tales that his 
~ 
being the same Marlow is very"doubtful. 
"Youth" provid:es the first stage_ in the· growth of the 
• ~ .-
Marlov1an personality.- Older Marlow relates how his younger 
self displayed a strong romantic conscience during- his action 
packed sea voyage from London to Bangkok, .for the young pro- .. 
. tagonist invests every episode which the Judea_ undergoes with all of 
the romance and glamor at-his command. Of course, older Marlow's 
sober iron-1c view of the·s·e ·episodes- uialres---1-i:-rs --youthful behavior 
\ 
,!_appear comic and even ludicrous. After" the young protagonist 
completes his journey, he shows signs of :maturity. He has lost 
some of the illusions of youth, and he perceives vaguely that 
~ -
there is another side to life than the glamorous one. 
11 Hear.t-~-of Darkness" defines the second stage in th-e--·growth 
of -Marlow as protagonist. In the tale Marlow the narrator re-
·-
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- with a cl'earer understanding of his o'Wri civil·l.zat1·qn, gre·at·er . 
. . . . . 
' . . insight into· the natu·re of the romantic conscience~ and a 
deeper awareness of the human condition. Of his civilization 
•· 
. . ' 
he learns that although it is full of hypocr~sy, it remains 
man's hope for survival; of the romantic soulrh~ learns that . . 
. 
unless man tempers it, he faces disillusionment and con/e~uently 
a meaningless life; and of the hu~n condition he learns that 
to look at that condition too closely ls not a very satisfying 
-experience. However, by clinging to the ideals which his roman-
tic conscience creates for him and by relating to his fellow man, 
the individual can make~that cend-i-t-ion meaningful. 
Lord Jim qualifies the final stage of Marlow's personality. Once again Marlow the narrator recounts how he became personally involved in the tragic dilemma of a young man whose romantic 
conscience is more intense and extreme than his own. Marlow 
as protagonist tries to apply all that he has learned aqout his 
_own,timaginative soul in order to save Jim's, but he ends up more ~ 
uncertain about hls own. The nature of the romantic conscience 
'' 
remains a. paradox for him and leaves him with ambivalent feelings_ • 
. ,-----~--
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_Indeed, as a result of his· 11felong search for knowledge .of his 
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own 1dent1 ty and_ meaning in. life, he can make no f 1n_~~ __ j_ud:·gme}1~S ~ --~· ----· __ 
----All--he can · say is that "I affirm ~ot_ht~g._'~ 
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- . ----- --·---- -·-----------
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Chance also contains Marlow ·as narrator and part·icipa.nt, ·_ - ... . - .. ·-· -, ,. '-· -··· 
·but whether or not he bears any resemblance· to· the Marlow of the -
-,-.--,.--- -~ -- - -
I 
; ' . ·~ 
-e-arller_t_ales ~s very dou·btf\11. The novel was writ-ten thirteen ··" .. -----·-·+_:..;_ _______ -..---:--;--·--
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year_s after' Lord Jim,' the structural charac-te.ristics. terid-. to 
.. 
negate any resemblance.s to _ the ear1·1er tal.es • and finally 
Marlo·w h.lmself'\he.s changed dramatioa~ly in his-· dual role as 
. '• I 
_charac~er-narrator. He is out of touch with the story he -
narrate .. s,and he never rea,lly ge-ts involved with the ce.ntral 
characters. It seems as though a· totally differen-'t. person · 
assumes his name. 
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CHAPTER I 
. . 
The ·Development of Marlow.as Character 
Introduc·t1on 
r • Remember r· ·was twenty, arid it was my f.1rst 
second-mate's billet, .and the East was waiting 
for me • 1 · · · ::· 
It was the farthest point of navigation and 
the culminating point of my experience. It 
seemed somehow to· throw a kind of light 6n 
everything about -me--a.nd into my thoughts. 2 
Was it for my own sake that I wished to find 
some shadow of an e~cuse for that young. fellow 
whom I had never seen before, but whose appear-
ance alone added a touch of personal concern to 
· the thoughts suggested by the knowledge of his _ 
weakness--made it a thing of mystery and terror--
like a hint of a destructive fate ready for us 
all whose youth--in its day--had resembled his 
youth? I fear that such was the se·cret motive 
of my prying.J 
---- - -·- •· - - -·. 
..... : .. "'. 
.. 
... -. ···• 
.. 
.. 
"Youth" "Heart of Darkness" and Lord Jim define successive 
. ' . t 
-
s~ages of development and maturity in C.onrad's ubiquit·ous narrator 
l 
Charles Marlow, who searches continuously for self-knowledge and 
for meaning 1n life. This thesis does not imply so preposterous 
a notion e.s that the three tales __ can be read as one, let alone 
the supposi t1on that Conrad consci9usly intends them to be a 
•o,-• r 
single tale about Marlow; but rather 1 t · suggests ~s I intend to -
. " 
demonstrate, that if we approach these stor·les with the idea 
{-,,,-·"' 
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· .. that Charles Marlow 1s much more th-an a comp.lex narrative d.e-
. vice which enables Conrad to do certain th1ngs·wh1ch he other-
..... -· 
! .4 
wise could not· have done, that he is a. liv_ing·, breathing organism 
~ 
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_ _,, 
capable of -fine. feeling and. 1nt.ell:e(?·tua1·_curtosi ty-~. we· will 
,/ .. 
come to the conclusi.on that each tale does.~ in fact, cond1 tion· 
c, 
or qu~lify a.period .of development in his fictional life. 
In "Youth," for, exam,ple, Marlow as protagonist, is a 
twenty-year old enthusiastic, adventuresome--but "untouched" 
--young man·engaged in his first .journey at sea. Dur1ng the. 
Journey he displays a strong romantic conscience, ·evidenced 
. ' by his love of mystery,. his enchantment-with the exotic East, 
.... hls inability to resist adventure. and maat conspicuous of 
all, his sense that the myster1"\us sea· is . his home. But he " 
also e?(periences a number of "epi_phanies'' which give hi.m ·some 
insight into this imaginative nature·and awaken him to the 
hard realities of his environment. However, in "Hee.rt of 
Darkness" we can observe a much more striking character change, 
. for the man, now about twenty-eight, undergoes a profound and 
terrifying experience as he journeys into the heart of Africa. 
\ 
H1nally. in Lord Jim, the forty-five year old veteran marine~,-
,,,, 
seems to arrive at a point.of fulfillment in his search for his 
own identity and meaning in life as he becomes deeply involved 
1n the moral struggle.·of the young, imaginative Jim. Marlow's 
.., 
development of character, then, .begins in naive youth and 1nno-
- - - ..... r··~~- .. -
. 
. 
. <.: •• 
cence a.nd culminates in skeptical matliri ty_ and· wisdom._. 
, .... 
However, since Marlo~ telJ..s hi.~ Q'Wll t~les, be has.,. in 
effect, two 1dent1 ties: one as a cha.rac ter and one a-s a !:,:nar-
' 
-rator. These two roles cannot simp~y be separat~d from,each 
other in anyione of these three stories. because the one role 
' . r 
~ ·: :'!. ·1 
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. is. very much dependent on the ·other. - As John Edward Hardy 
-so aptlY p~ts it, 11 Ititalking,abotlt Charle$ Marl'Ow in 'Heart. 
of Darkness' we have. t·o deal with tw9: problems: that. of his 
identity as h~ro of·a story in which he himself, helpfully 
enough, is primarily ·engaged_.upon a quest for self-knowledge 
and that o·f hi-s identity as narrator of the story. In Marlow's . ., 
~ 
i.·. 
.1 t is apparent from the first, ·the two . roles· radically 
eyes, 
are 
related--the whole importance of'·the tale he tells· • for 1S, .. 
in the 'kind of ·11ght' it throws·upon ·everything that has 
happened to him before and since his journey to the.Congo. 
him, 
Like ·the Ancient Mariner, he feels strangely compelled to tell -~ 
the st.ory and that compulsion to tell is an inseparable part 
. .. 
of what he tells, of his character as hero. The journey is 
continued in the ·telling •. "4 Thus, my task also becomes that 
of taking the six manifestations· of Marlow a.rid s-.how1ng that 
th~y are all part of a three-dimensional and dynamic whole~ \ 
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C~PTER II. 
. . ' 
. . ~ ....... · 
. -
i '.~· .! ·. . ''Youth"· 
•• .......-.,..... ·-'-·'· . -. - ·--=-···-· ----.- --- . 
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' ' 
:.Charles Marlow appears .for the first time in Co-nrad' s 
-~ 
fiction tn the, sh.ort. story "Youth,"· which·. was finish·ed 
sometime in th~· beginning of June, 1898, although the 
17 
. ' • • '' ~ •'.• .. 'I,·, I ' " ' ~ ~l, 
. , . •·. 
. . } 
. ·specific date remains unce·rta1n. 5 Accordi-ng to Douglas ·· 
-~ ..- - -
I· 
.. Hewitt, "Youth" celebrates _the animal stage in Marlow's 
life before his profound experience, in the Cong·o, a_nd the 
story·is related through implication (as we shall disc6yer) 
to his later ,~xperience.6 We can hardly absorb the total 
effect of the you~g·ma.n's sea-adventure, however, withol.lt 
also·understa.nding the curious way in which Conrad relates 
' it. An explanation of --that technique is -appropriate here. 
"Youth" is basically a frame story in that an older 
Marlow, now in his forties, narrates and interprets his 
first spectacula~ sea-voyage, experienced as a young lad 
\ Cl( .twenty, to four middle-aged men who had tspent their youth , 4 
a~ sea. "It was altogether a memorable affair," he remarks; 
"It was my· first voyage to the East,. and my firs·t voyage as 
second mate" (116). The East suggests enchantment and.mystery, 
. 
. but it al~o represents the region wherein ~e will begin to 
develop an aw~reness of hls own identity. In other words, 
,young Marlow's journey to the East represents his initial 
movement toward maturity, but that journey is qualified by the· 
. 
. 
·•..;. 
s-.tory 's frame. E~e-n ·~.t:ricugh ... young Marlow is . our cen ~ral concern, 
we can never forge~ that old Marlow is commenting µpon ·the 
.· ·~ 
~··· 
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'·,····a.,.:-._~cti.ons and· events in ~tpe story-;-- In· ef·fec·t,. Conrad _l,lti.lizes 
a dual point 6f·i1ew·t6 create .i~ony and tension, to:sharpen · 
( .. 
' -- .. _..}_ . t-he polartty between the past and the pres·ent' the young and 
. ' the old Marlow, the "freshness and idiocy of romance and the 
wrinkled weariness of solid' .c.1rcumspect reality. 11 7 
•• I 
~ 
,; 
Yet we must go one ·s~ep furth.er in our analysis o.f the 
.. p·o1nt of view and ask ourselves why an anonymous narrator • 
~~n-,-::-::-~-=---=-=~=----=-~-::~~-----···1' begins and Gonclud-es---t-he·---e·n-t-1-re·--t1r1e. · The second paragraph I 
of the story begins,· "We were si.tting round a mahogany table that 
reflected the bottle, the claret glasses, and our faces as we 
leaned on our elbows. There was a director of companies, an 
accountant, a lawyer, Marlow and myself" (115). The·story-
concludes., "And we all ·nodded at him; ·the man of finance, 
' 
· the man of accounts,ti.-~man of law, etc." (154). By framing· 
Marlow's narration, this first narrator supposedly serves to 
create aesthetic distance, because the number of voices be-\ 
t,,,-een the author and his subject increases the degree of his 
detachment from the subject. Secondly, by placing the older 
Marlow and his tale within a· frame, Conrad can then weep, , .. 
.. 
cry, moralize, and damn because everything isrealized.through ~ 
.. I 
the cons_ciousness of the narrator. And last and most signifi-
. 
. cant 1s the idea that Conrad is exposing the old Marl·ow and 
the young Marlow to critical scrutiny. While old Marlow 
. -
treats young Marlow with irony· which is directeci against the· . 
young. __ pr·otagonist 's comic t;>ehavior, Conrad, by c·leverly em-
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.. Ploying· the qualifying anonymous nar·rator.,. treats old Marlow 
. . ii. . . 
-
. 
. 
' 
' 
'I 
. . 
. with. irony which· is directed against his. sentimentality • 
. . 
-- :~~:Coriseq1.iently, . tpe tale implies not only a defini t.e ·develop-, 
. } 
ment in young Marlow's consciousness, but ~lso a dramatic 
- . 
revelation of mi·ddle-age·d nostalgia·. · We need to keep this· 
. . ironic scrutiny. of both Marlow in ml-nd wh1le we concentrate 
on the dramatic and symbolic changes in young Marlow's nature •. _ 
. "Youth" beg1r1~ wl th ·the unide·ntified narra. tor's es-.~- --·-----. --- - . . -
--
'"" 
..:. 
. ,..:~,. 
.. 
< . 
• -· 'j 
. --
/-
,tab 11 s hi ng~ a rea11-stic set~ing and cre·ating ari int1mat~ 
-
atmo·sphere, which happens to be favorable for Marlow "s 
effective telling of his tale. In the second paragraph, for 
example,- he describes rather briefly and simply the small 
-group of ... ~distinguished men who have all experienced the agony 
·and the ecstasy of life at sea and who here exist fundamentally 
to serve as Marlow's immediate audience. "There was ·a director 
of . companies, an accountant, a lawyer, Marlow, and myself ••• · \ 
1 ~~ all began life in the merchant service. Between the five 
of .. us there was the strong bond of the sea, and also the fel-
--
. lowship of the craft ••• "(115). Ev~dently his cronies, sedate 
and suc-cessful, are united with him in-a tight bond of kin-
ship, as though loyal mem·bers of a fraternity. Also, as a. 
... 
; 
--
. ,. 
select .group-- of. men linked· togethe~ by common experienpes, 
·- ,. 
--- -- ------
·they are logically best prep~red to grasp Marlow's story. 
I;' I 
Unfortunately, · as we shall discov·er, only Marlow seems to • 
retain a feeling for the sea as a source of wonder and mystery. 
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. Ust.ng s·uch a,i n"'campflre "~. image to begin "Youth'' cert~inly t'.' 
· · · · .• .• 
. 
.t f1 
.. . 
. . . "' -.\~ . '' ,· 
-
' 
en·foro'.es tne · dramatic situation in which· Marlow relates ~ . 
· his tale~ beca\1se we. •are bett·er able to identify···-wi t.h . •k.. 
.. , •r [" .. 
~. ' . 
·Marlow and· h·1S friends_, in their cozy, fam111·ar ·setting .. ,~· 
. . than we.would be if Marlow were merely to r~count 'his tale as .. 
an omniscient narrator without human limitations. But it is 
also· significant that a similar group of.auditors will appear 
in a similar manner in each of ·t~e. other tales of Marlow. 
" 
·Furthermore, this pattern is ~ut one of the characteristics 
a,,, 
which re·late the three ·stories structurally· and thematically • 
. .. And finally, and most important, this manner in which Conrad 
has Marlow begi.n his tale qualifies a condition which is 
crucial to the romantic strain in Marlow's nature. If "Youth" 
deals with the earlier manifestations of a romantic conscience. 
'} one of which is to follow elusive dreams, then the secret 
. 
. bonds of fidelity and solidarity which link the auditors and \. ,, ., ·•. 
···',\• 
~hkind together in one vast brotherhood clash sharply with the 
-
elusive dreams of the young protagonist. 
-
I 
' 
' When Marlow the narrator has thus been properly introduc·ed, 
he morai1zes briefly about his first voyage to the Eastern seas--
.. a tendency in the .older Marlow, by the way, which surely helps 
to point up his age. However, he also invests his tale with 
romantic and glamorous ingredients in an attempt to recapture 
·--,-
. 
·· ·-· · the way 1n wh1c·h his young. imaginative mind viewed a ratl1er 
pathetic s1 tuation.· For example, when 1ntroduc-1ng the· cast 
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of characters with whom he made the journey-., Marlow describes '· < • 
• 
-
. . I the captain as a little. man of sixty who ·had .-" t.hat. queer · ~ . ' ' 
twisted-about appearance you see so often in men who work 
-in the fields'' (116). He definitely had an· old face, yet hi* 
blue eyes were "amazingly li'ke a boy's.·" This .. appa.rently 
·gent.le soul.· commands . the veteran Judea, an anc\J?nt· ship 
which 1a: no more worthy of .a test at sea than is its ~ncient 
cap:J;ain. Ace-erding to Marlow, "She was all rust, grime--
soot· alof·t, dirt on deck" (117). Yet he.manages.to invest 
this venerable piece of comedy with all of the wonder and awe 
that a mode.rn ocean liner would command. He exclaims, "There 
·- . was a touch of romance in it, something that appealed to my 
youth" (117). This entire ironic introduction culminates 
in Marlow's gently ridiculing the way in.which his younger 
·self ls overwhelmed by his "romantic" destination of ·Bangkok. 
The jo~ney begins. From now on, except for self-reveal-
ing interruptions by the narrator Marlow, the sto:ry centers on \ 
the exploits of that narrator as a young man. A Journey in 
space provides the foundat1on for a subjective journey 1nto 
self. · While the Judea makes a journey. from Lo'ndon to. Bangkok, 
young Marlow loses some of his illusions and gains some awa.renss 
or· the realities of his environmen.t. 
-·r 
Marlow's change in character or· his awareness co·me3 about 
.. 
t·hrough a series ·or tragic mishaps which t.he Judea .undergoes. ' . . ' . ~ . 
The ship.has been at sea only a week·when its crew encounter 
·-
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their .first severe crisis--a fierce gale. Marl:.ow recalls·.· 
-·- . 
--------~--
~ . . 
. . 
. 
. 
. 
vividly how they at~tempted to combat the reckless· fury of·· the 
, storm: 
- . - 'p, 
On the s.econd n1ght . she shifted her ballast into 
the lee·· bow,~ and by that time we had .been blpwn 
off somewhere on the Dogger B·ank. There was . 
nothing for it but go below with shovels and try 
. . ' 
'"'· 
' 
to right her, and there we were in the vast hold, 
gloomy like a cavern, the -tallow·dips stuck and 
flickering on the beams, the gale hollowing above, 
the ship tossing about like mad on her side; there 
we were, Jermyn, the captain, everyone, hardly able 
to keep our feet, engaged on that gravedigge-r's 
work, and trying to toss shovelfuls of wet sand up 
to the windward. At every tumble of the ship yo~, 
qould see vaguely in the dim light men falling· 
down with a great.flourish of shovels (118). 
.. ·.: -
' . 
Certainly the passage reye~berates with the sounds of an epic 
struggle. " ••• · that vast hold," " ••• the ship tossing about 
like mad," and " ••• men falling down with a great flourish 
of shovels" are images which give evidence of a :mighty contest. 
The men are described as being at a great·disadvantage, as 
W1ough they are being wantonly·tossed about· by the ·hands of 
\ 
I 
an angry god. Such an overstatement is an effective recreation 
. ' 
of the glamorous .view of young Marlow, and it reveals how 
unrealistically he sees a dangerous situation in the early 
part of his j.ourney·-. A~tua.=riy,-·-~this -is not an epic struggle. 
any more than.a comic one. The seaman--who are,compared to ... 
gravediggers and absurdly fall down making great flourishes 
with their shovels are engaged in a routine piece of marine 
dirty-work.a 
. . I As soon as the damage caused by the gale is'repaired and 
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, · the ship is made r·ead.Y to ·sa·11, tI?e crew head for the1r -
. ·. . r·d·estinatioh. No -sooner. are they underway when a steamer 
smashe·s into·· the ship during the night .• · The whol·e affair 
causes a great deal of confusi·on and some minor_ injuries 
.to the ship. During the unexpected accident the captain-
I 
~ . - .,.~ ~ 
"' 
,.)...: 
--hurr1es his wife to .a life boat which 1-s~ attached to the 
ship's ladder and ;is: floating abo~t the dock with her fo1 ... 
.. 
about an hour in miseTably cold rain. When the narrator asks 
. 
tlb·a immediat·e audience ·to- ".~ •. imagine that ·old· fellow saving 
heroically· in his arms that old woman--the woman of his ltfe1 " 
-' 
he is 1n effect commenting upon the youth's inability to see 
. . 
the captain as a pathetiaally brave old man.· €aptain Beard 
evidently stirs ambivalent feelings in old Marlow, because 
although Beard is an old man who should be sitting quietly 
on some comfortable ro~k1ng cha1~ near the safety 6f a fire 
place, he takes on a challenge which most men his age would 
~ 
~void. He still carries a faint fl1~ker of hope; he retains 
t 
a stir o·f romance in his ageci body.. However, the vivid 'iruag-
+nation of young Marlow transforms his feeble captain into a· 
·noble warrior who daringly commands his sleek vessel on the 
., . ·., 
... . 
-~.-
,. high seas. Thus. -a rather insignificant event· in the young man f_.s_ 
j·eurne-y is made e.xciting b_l his imaginative nature. 
h - \ T- e -romantic naivete of young Marlow and the i_nfant ile 
._,,.·. ---~ .state of his mind are revealed ag9=.1n in the very next ordeal 
- -··· --------------~ -· which the ship undergoes. After a ·delay_ of three weeks t.he 
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.· .... , ... .,. Judea con.tinues ·1 t~s journey. · · For three hundred miles· the 
ship s_ails· through fair_ geas -and beautiful weath~r. Then, 
. . ·-, ·· .... , . 
--. ~ ·-· .... 
I,, 
.le"- , .... 
•. 
. 
. 
. 
w su~denly 1 t is caught up in another· gal·e.. The narrator· de-
' 
. cribes the exhilarated feelings of the youth as he struggles 
almost blindly in the face of violence and danger t~ help 
ke,p_ the ~hi~ afloat: ~ 
The sails blew away, she lay broadsid_e on under a weather cloth, the ocean·poured 9ver her, and we. did not care. We turned those handles, and had the eyes of idiots. As soon as we had crawled on deck 
· I used to tak.e a round turn with a rope about the. men, the pumps, and the mainmast, and we turned in-
·cessantly, with the water_ to our waists, to our necks, over our heads (12·3-24). · 
This.vivid description suggests that trie young man 1s mes-
meri'zed by the howling wind, the black clouds, and the 
tumultuous sea to the extent that he views the Judea's 
\ 
~ ...... ~ ... 
' ' 
' 
pre9arious position in the reckless stDrm not as a potentially 
disastrous affa.1r,but rather as "the deuce of an adventure" 
\f/lich gives him "moments of exultation."· The youth~s imag-1 
y ihation,· like ~Lord Jim;' s, tends to magnify and distort grim 
' ! realities, causi~g him to lose sight·of the real seriousness 
of the sibuation at hand. It remains for old Marlow to test 
the experience and thereby reveal the confusion between the 
1 boy's idealized world and t·he actual one. And so he exclaims, 
.... 
•. 1 "0 youth!· The strength of it, the faith of it, the imagination 
of it!",\(124). Marlow the narrator- seems to be implying that 
· there exists in yo·uth the persistent immature tendency _to
1 ___ _ 
"·\' ,• . . , 
.. lnvest every experience· wi.th the same excessive pass.ion and 
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. 1.nnocence which constitutes; youth's nature •. · .. Furth·ermore, · 
he hints at th~ ··§t~rility in his present existericci bec~use.: 
·he has lost that strength, fait~, and 1~ginat1on. 
The wors.t of the gale's -malice having ·been w1 ths.tood, 
the tough old ship makes lts way to Falmouth where effo~s 
.. are· under:taken to make he·r secure enough to continue her 
~ frust-~a-ti-n-g jour-ney. Three times the Judea puts out to sea · 
and ·each time she puts back for further repair. Here occl.l!'s.-
J 
-.. 
.. .. ~--
' 
. ~ .. ------~. . ,-----
the young protagon1s t 's initial epiphany.·: For the f trs t time ·*1 
in his long voyage he shows definite signs of hopelessness, 
depression, and anxiety. For the first time he reveals an 
awareness of the grim reality of the whole farcical affair~ 
"It was horrid. Morally it was worse then pumping for life. 
It seemed as though we-.. had been forgott~h ~by the world, be-
longed to nobody, would get nowhere; it seemed that, gs ·1r 
bewitched, we would have to live forever and ever in that inner 
\. 
harbor, a derision and a byword to generations of longshore t 
loafers a.nd dishonest boatsmen" (127-28). Notice the sense 
of isolation and ~oneliness, the desolate feeling of knowing he 
~:nay·.~ "never reach his destination,. t~e animos·1 ty ·he hol<is toward 
... th~s~ evil me~ who would destroy the idealized conception of the 
fantas_tic.£vqy_age which he has· created for himself. Al though 
-the passage is cast in terms · of a malign enchantment;· never-
theless., it does give evi-dence of the romantic mind o·r young 
I,: Marlow seriously disturbed .and. slightly disillusioned over 
• 
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the· trag1~, aspects of reality. Even -the depr,ess_i.ng· tone 
·--· 
au.glllents. this minute crack in ~he tllusoryt .world of ~h·e boy.:·: . -... · 
-•. 
" , '~ 
In the- midst of temporary despair the young man manages.:.to 
. . 
rush to London where .he blows his pay, and when he returns 
he bas· "nothing but a complete se.t of Byron's works and. a 
new railway rug to show for three months' work'' ( 128). The 
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romantic-ironic Byron, besides helping to refuel the youth's 
tempered imagination, ma-y also re-emphasize the delicate 
balance between young Marlow's. idealized view of· life and older 
Marlow's ironic view of life. 
It is not long before a stroke of luck enables the 
Judea to start.once more after gaining a complete over~ 
haul, a new crew, and good weather. Marlow recalls how the 
fresh start gave him new vitality. In fact,· it also incites 
him as narrator to present the most convincing direct imagery 
yet of his infantile stage. "To us aft,· at least, 1 t seemed 
\, 
• ,J 
'=is though we had been born in her, reared in her, had lived 
~ ' ~ . 
- ' 
1n her for ages, had never known any other ship" ( 12_9). _ Yet 
the refractor of the tales tells us that this embryonic con-
dition· is not permanent b:ut temporary. r- His yout-hful self will 
eventually emerge from the fanciful world of timelessness to · 
the real adult world where time is relative. The sub~equent 
I 
., 
ordeal provides the initial thrust_ for the young ·man:-r·s·--move-
ment toward an awareness of ·the actual wor~d. 
___ , .. 
A fire q.~_vel-ops on the ship. -~-At first.it burn~· slowly 
. ' 
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· ~nd 1ncionsp1cuously ·and causes -a· t~hick smoke. . The- courageous 
/ I • ~ ' 
~aptain ·and his seamen try ta stop it by preventing air. · 
,.,,,, 
,. 
- from getting at the flames •. When that fails, they try to 
put out the fire by -smothering it with water. Unfortunately, 
,. 
the prehistori.c hose bursts. Marlow recalls his youthful 
self seel.ng this ominous threat of danger set against ~ sky 
that· " ••• was polished, was pellucid, was. sparkling like a pr~-
' 
cious stone, extending on all s ide,s, all round to the horizon--
. ·as if· the whole terrestrial globe had been one jewel, one 
colossal sapphire, a single gem fashioned into a planet'' (132). 
He also recall~ the "go.od feeling" that existed among the men 
despite the futility of their attempts to restore order. In 
fa·ct, he even relates ·how one man, as he threw a. ·bucketful 
of water down the hatchway, exclaimed, "Hurrah for Bangkok!" 
(1JJ). When the crew makes a desperate attempt to "dig down 
to the fire," several men almost suffocate from the thick 
\ 
:imoke below the deck in one of the compartments. Yet, young ~ 
··Marlow tries w1 th heroic fervor· to succeed where the others 
·· have f-ailed and ironically ends up looking like a ftool, fgr he 
too must be pulled out of the hold. This 1ncident serves as t ' 
• 
another reminder of how the youth's .imaginat-1 ve, naive mind 
blinds him to the severe consequences-uf a serious situation. 
-
-- --- ----In the-· supceeding passage, ~hich c.ontains an explanation of the 
subsidence of the fire, the lad's view is brought into direct 
collision with the narrator! s, for no sooner does. he .boa.st, 
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"I was pleased and proud __ as ·though ·r had· helped to ·win ·S great 
. "j· 
~ -· ,: • ' ·,!, ', . 
nav~l battle~·" -tohe.n the-: mockt-ng narr'ator. exclaims, "0 ·youth!" 
. 
' With two words he shatters th~ romantic mood. In 
, ..... , ' .. 
that same passage t~e youth •akes a descriptive statement 
,,. 
about the captain, which indi·cates once again that he no 
• 
.. longer lives _qonstantly under illusion, because he is aware 
.. . ~-
:: _.,,. ... that Captain Beard. has "hollow eyes and sun.ken cheeks;" in 
fact, he had never fu.lly realized before_ l1ow ''twisted and 
.... 
. ---·- ----- ·--,-· -------· . --- -···· ---- -
bowed he was" ( 133) •: In one momentary glimp~e he sees t·he 
pathetic old man as he really exists. This is another minor 
epiphany whic~ causes his point of view to change, however 
slowly. Even the sardo~ic tone echoes that view. 
A t~r~ific explosion suddenly shatters the complacency 
. -·· ~ 
which the crew had been enjoying for hav.l;rig convinced them-
selves that they were responsible for putting ·out the· fire. 
The unexpected explosion turns out to be t.h:e result of that 
. . 
same fire burning anew. According to Leo Gurke., t.he raging 
. : 
.-" :-~·-
fire possiblY symbolizes the passionate flame-s of youth. For 
example,. immediately after Marlow and Mahon cut the rope link.-
ing the Judea with the Somerville--a _steamer carrying mail from 
West Australia to Singapore-~and the crew watched di.sconsolately 
. -
--
as she disappeared in the distance, "Suddenly a conical flame 
. 0, 
with a twist~d top shot up· t:_orward and threw upon ·the black 
. 
sea a circle of light ••• " ( 141). · The flame suggests· "the· 
. . 
exhuberant vitality. of high. hopes and boundless conf idenc·e," 
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which· spread ·.iight. momentarily· ~ver t·he .sea .of darkness.9:·_ . ······-· ·'' ' 
~ t• ,. 
-:::···, Then,.when·t·he youth prepares the long-b9ats ror the crew's . -- - . 
. 
·, 
' escape, another enormous flame ·catches his attention. .. • •• , I ~ l f 
' 
· 
Like 
his imaginative soul·, "It· r·1a.red fierce,· with. noises like the 
---
whirr of wings, with rumbles as of thunder." Older Marlow 
, .. 
-can recall vividly how he was ~emporari~y hypnotized by the 
·" . ~ ' • ·1 striking reflections of his own defiant spirit.. "There were 
cracks, detonations, arid from the cone of flame the -sparks 
· flew upwards,·as man is born to trouble, to leaky ships, and 
to ships that burn" (14J). However, the reminiscing narrator 
also clar1f1es this spontaneous glow of his :y·.ou.th·: "Oh, the 
fire of it, more dazzling than the flames of t.he burnin·g s.hi.P, 
· ~ throwing a magic light on the wide earth, lea.p1ng audac.l .. ou.-s·ly·_-. 
to the sky, presently to be quenched by time, more cruel, tn.or.e·· 
·.pitiless, more bi tt.er than the sea--and like the flames of the: 
burning_ ship surrounded by an impenetrable night" ( 141-42) .• ~ 
He asserts the grim fact that .the intense aspirations of the 
young will,· like the flames of the burning ship, give way to 
·, . the inexorable movement of time.- . And they will do so as nat--
urally as the fire will die ·out. 
· Wheri the heat of the fire becom~:rs s.o lnte_nse th.at' :young 
Mar-low -can no longer stand it and after the rest of __ ~he desper-
ate crew have finished their final meal on board the Judea, 
--
- -• Marlow strikes out alone for his destination under his own 
pqwer. As t.he three long-boats head north, hoping eventually 
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to ma.k.e Bangkok, i t--1.~ you'ng 'Marlow's journey· . that .. ~ ·ciai·ms -··the 
. 
. 
spotlight •. He@survives the frustration, the thirst, the heat, 
I • 
_ and.the avalanche of rain-squalls which thieaten his lif~--~t· · 
every turn; an,d he survives through his own abili ~y and 
·I 
-
determirtation to reach his destination. It .is not with~ut 
-·-- .... 
,.-.: 
, purpose that Marlow remarks, "I did not· know how good~a--:~n · 
.... 
I was t111- then", (14-8}. The psychic .struggle, the awareness 
of self, is gained by means of a physical st~uggle. The young 
man feels trimphant as he and his two mates pull thelr craft 
toward a jutting wharf,·· because he has sur,vived a series of .ep-
isodes which he imagined to be extremely exciting: '' ••• I 
sat··weary beyond expression, exulting like a conqueror, sleep-
. less, and entranced as if before a profound, a fateful enigma" 
{149). . Ac_tually, from the point of view of the mature Marlew-----
these episodes at sea are nothing more than a progressive 
movement toward ·defeat. Jf for young Marlow tpe journ~y to 
u..nderstandi.ng is the essence of adventure and romance, for h:is 
retrospective mature self it is.only the usual sequence of 
d,rudgery, monotony-, fattgue, and failure agains-t 'insurmountable 
odds. In the final pas~age of---his tale. Marlow r.eveals to us 
--
h 1 s youthful se~f 's- movement fro111 · romantic ldealism to th:e 
-
beginnings of a realistic awareness of the human cond1·t1·on. 
. 
First there is his aesthetically b~autiful, enchan~ing 
vision of the East as he first set eye~ on it: 
And this .. ,is how I see the East. · I have, s·een. t ts 
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secret 'places· and have io"okeq. irit-o-·rts very 
s·oul; but ·now I s=ee . 1 t always from a sma11 · 
boat, a high o'utline·. of mountains' blue and 
· afar in the morning; like faint ~ist at noon; 
a jagged wall of purple· at sunset. I have the 
·re.el. of the oar in my hand, the vl~ion of a 
blue sea in my eyes,L,,·-~.f\.nd I see a bay, a wide 
bay,- smooth a.s glass and polished like i9~, 
shimmering in the dark. -~· red light. burns 
far off up·on the gloom of the land, and ·the 
night is soft and warm. We drag at the. oars 
with aching arms, and suddenly a puff and 
wind, a puff fa.i_n·t and tepid and · laden with 
strange odors of blossoms, of aromatic woo~, 
comes out of t~e still night--th~ first sigh 
of the.East on my face. _That I can ~ever for-
get. It was impalpable and enslaving, .like_ a 
charm, like a whispered promise of mysterious . 
delight (148-49). 
I , . 
·W1.th amazing sens i ti vi ty Marlow ls able to resi'st partially 
·t.he inexorable movement of despa.ir into his life a·s he creates 
a. vision r1i1ed with color, music, tou.cn, and perfume. However, 
ii" 
he reveals the 1nstab111ty,of his boyish image when he describes 
,...-•' I 
the disturbing encoupter which he had with the captain of the.-
'• ' 
Celestial, a steamer that mistook Marlow's boat for that o·r a 
\ 
nautical peddler •. The man's voice clashes with hi~glamorized ·· 
image of his eastern paradise, for it is a western voice which 
curses him and calls him "Pig." Even though the outraged 
-
·captain .tries to explain his violent outburst, he has already 
marred young Marlow's strange, wonderful romance with the Ea.st •. 
r~e disillusionment continues when t-he you~h sees the way in -~ 
which-the oriental people with their "brown, bronze, yellow 
fa·ces" --and their black eyes" stare at the three boats filled 
with. fl-gures "in careless attitudes of death"- (i5J). -The three 
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·_sleeping· nre:n, o·aught up 1n··· images o~ de·ath or futile----love_, 
• 
. .. . 
' .... ,...... . 
' ,, 
exis·t not only to shatter the· illu$ionary vision of·, the E·as_t 
. . ' 
but· also to point up .the idea __ that the re~_J. meaning· bf ·hts 
experience·- is--_ beginning to dawn upon t~he young man •. · 
~ 
~ - -·-
And now, of a~l the hopes and dreams which give. way_ to 
old Marlow's meaningless existence·, only.that dream-image.of· 
the East remai-ns in his memo·ry·:· -
---~----- But ror·me all--the East ts .contained in that vision 
of my youth. It is all in that moment when I opened 
mj young eyes on it. I came upon it from a tussle 
with the sea--and.,. I was young--and I saw it looking 
at me. And -th-is is all that is left of it. Only_ a 
moment; a moment of strength, of romance, of glamor~~ 
of youth! ( 153) . 
-
- In this final rhapsodi-c passage Marlow seenis ·to· imply t,h:at a_l,1 .. 
.,,,, 
·, 
of the enchanting, exciting, exhilar~ting qualities ·of ·his· yotit:h .. ,. 
were drowned in the mysterious sea by· kn·owledge of the· -futility· 
of life which the. terrible onslaught of time ·forced -upon him. 
I ·, 'j'l 
ln th_e f'i.na.l paragraph, the unidentified _narra..tor, who 
·\ 
i~Tt_roduced Ma_rlow ·to us in the. beginning of the t:ale, prings 
-
n 
th-at tale to a close with f:ina.1 illumination. And what he ~-
·apparently communicates to ·us :is that hope is not completely ~ 
... 
a.bandoned. We still exist--"our weary eyes look-ing, looking 
always, -looking anxiously for something out of ·1tfe ••... " and 
. -·---. 
what we m~y b~ striving for is the unrecapturable id~al. 
·-
Thus, Marlow completes the first stage of ~is journey. 
A. physical struggle is the ·me~ns by which he i~ able tQ_ gain 
·{ 
' . 
. ' . i 
., I 
.. I 
~ -:-~------- -----:an ·awareness -o-f. sel~f. Alt.hough- he sti-11 retains-_ -a- _:v-tvid ·im- . -- - ... ' ~--· - - ___ .,_ __ _
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aglnat·ion capa·b-le of obscuring facts and· r9mantic1Zing -nature·~ 
·he has lost some of· the illusions of · The dramat-10· ex-· 
. ' - . :., ' 
· periences of h-is. j·ourney enable him. t per~e1 ve, however dimly, 
that there is another side to life than the glamorous one. 
His romantic idealism give·s way to the be.ginning .of a realistic· 
awareness of the human cond.i tion • 
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. "Hea:rt _ of~ ,~Dar·kness" .. :-~ -· -~---·. 
' . 
: ~ 
. . . 
"Hea:rt· of Darkness" defines the seco_nd stage in the de-
J 
' . 
velopment a~d growth of Charles ·Marlow. Factual and textual 
evidence indicate that Conrad wrote· tliis tale with Marlow's 
. I 
chron_ology in mind. "Youth" was completed pn· June 3, 1898, 
- . ·' . 
. -- /·_· . . 
/ 
- // 
I .. 
·,' 
/ 
and "Heart of Darkne_ss" was written sometime between the .miQ:dle 
' 
./' 
of. December, 1898, apd the middle of .,January, 1899.10 . };3o·th · 
"Youth" and "Heart of Darkness" are ~utobiographical. -Cori.rad. 
. was twenty~.our when he made his ~oyage_ fr.om London t.o 
Singapore aboard the Palestine, and he was about.thirty;..two 
. tr 
when he made arrangements to command a steamer on the Congo 
River.11_ In "Youth" Conrad makes Marlow the protagonist 
twenty years old when he begins his first sea vojage from London 
to Bangkok aboard the Judea. In "Hear·t· of Darkness" Conrad 
\ 
includes a passage which not only places Marlow the protagonist 
in exactly the same situation as Cohra·d was when ·he ·liv.ed in 
' B~ssb,orough Gardens in the south of London but -which al·so suggests 
,," 
Marlow's age in the tale: 
. 
I had then, as you remember, just returned to London 
after a lot of .. Indian Ocean, Pacific, China Seas--·a 
regular dos·e·· o·r the Eas·t--s ix ·years or so, and I was 
lopfing about, hindering you fellows in your work and 
irlvading your homes just ·as though I had got a heavenly 
mission to civilise you .(5). 
S.1nce Marlow is twenty years old in "''Youth" when he· begins his 
,. 
journey to Bangkok,·since the journey lasts almost two years, 
.. 
. '; .. . ' ••.• ,_. ' 
· · since the "six years or· so" .mentioned abo_ve -refer to his 
. : ...... 
e~perience:~ in the Ea.st, and since the "~oaf~ng about" for a 
· short ~ime before he departed for the ·congo ·approximates one 
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year, ~e can conclude that he ·1s· about· twenty~eight in 
.. . ' ~· 
.. 
"Hear_t of Darkness" a:nd that he ·has acquired a. good deal of 
" experie··nc·~ -at sea:.· 
~ - . 
. ,-~-. 
"Heart of Darkness" resemb·les "Youth" i.n that ·it also 
is a fram~ story. Mariow the narrat6r looks back on, and 
iriterpre·ts· for· us, ffie serious and p-rof ound j_ourney which he 
-- • -- -- ... I. 
I I,_, • 
made into the de.pths of the African continent. But this time i 
I 
f .: I 
there · is :J..i ttle. o·f the self-mockin.g tone of "You.th;." Ma;rlqiw 
' 
emerges fr6~ this terr1fy1ngadeal, in which he cbme.~ vety 
c·lose to death, a. more fully human, compassion·ate being, even 
" 
i.f he is init~ally bitter and. sardonic in. his' re-action to the 
whole· affair. · Once again an anonymous narrator whose funct·ions 
·are basically tpe same as they are for "Youth.'' frames Marlow's 
------~· 
strange, enigmatic tale. That is·, he provides aesthet:ic dis-
tance, creates a sense of dramatic immediacy by placing.Marlow 
in a definite lo~ality, provides ·a point of ~i~~i- ~hd in this 
~ale especially, establishes a very·definite tone and atmos-
phere· which cert·a1nly enhance the dramatic powers ·and reinforce .... ,. 
. ------
--
the rhetorical effectiv~ness of Marlow. For-example, the first 
·narrator recalls that the flood subsided, the wtnd was st111-. 
and the Nellie, which was anchor.ed, waited for~-.. the tide to 
reve.rse 1 ts elf. Darkness approached slowly, steadily; the air, 
1\. 
- --- . 
he re'ttlarks, "seemed __ condense4 into. a mournful gioom. brooding 
motionless· over the biggest, and the greate~t, _ to·wn· on ea.r~h" 
....... , 
~ 
He continues)to conceritrate on·~eveloping an alm6st 
.:·.!_· 
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::~~- __ :_:·:m~~~al--:~mo~-;her:·:-a~~ ·a· s()mbre, -foreboding tone, fo;·--he 
. . . .. >7!\~j 
' 
describes the ch~nging scene caus~d by the slow descent·ot· 
... 
the sun. In several passages there is the reiteration of 
. the words "~loom," "brooding., 0 and "darkness." The entire 
setting seems designed to· create·for us the image of a~ 
primeval earth on··· which Marlow will paint his journey. In 
the midst of all this foreboding.the sedate. successful 
comrades o( Marlow gather together and listen to him tell 
one of his many narratives. We will' recall, by the way, ,, 
t.-hat we ·have come across a similar· group of men in "Youth"." 
They ~erve es.sent ially the s·ame · fµnc tion. tn- t .. his story. T·ha.t t is, they are ~arlow' s imme.d-iat·e audien·ce., :an·d because ·t·h·ey 
. 
' 
. 
' ' 
are drawn together by t'.helr af:f lnit:y for the_ sea, they s·eem 
. 
. 
•'. best suited to grasp Marl:ow·' s story. However, one of the. 
ironies implied in this ta.le 1s :that his friend; w·i th th..e 
J 
. exception· of the first narrator, :d.on' t really ·grasp anything. 
\ 
..... ~or example, when Marlow explains his remorse at having lost -·· . • 
his Negro helmsman, one of the listeners calls it absurd. 
Also, ~~t~e_end of Marlow's exhausting monologue the director 
of c_omp9:nies responds by ref-erring to the. cond·it ion 6f ·the_.. -_ . ---
.~ 
_ .. -
-~-------
-
-~ - -- -----Thames R1ver~.~ Actually, these auditors can't compretiend the 
significance of a profound psychological journey, because they 
are blinded by their obsession with the material aspects of . ;:_r, 
· t.he world·. Only the first narrator se·ems to be. alert to the 
(• 
pos,·siole mean·+ngs· in the tale. For exam·ple, in his4:, initial 
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him and his-fr.lends. · About one third of the·way thr6ugh· 
Marlow's tale he· remarks,· "The. others m-ight have been asleep, 
but I was awake.-·- ·-- I -l is tene~, · I 1-is tened on the watch for the 
sentence, _for the word, that would give me the clew to the 
' l-..,......_ • 
"---.. 
. ~ . faint uneasiness,inspired-by this narrative that seemed to 
"-.. . 
--.., 
-----
shape i tf3'elf wi'thout·',mtman lips in t_he tieavy night air of 
...... _ 
the river" ( 23). ·It may well_ be that Marlow is -leading him -
toward some moral or psychological revelation. In fact, that 
. > .. ·. -
knowledge is realized · f\ the final pa·ragraph df the ~tory, 
for the narrator ack owledges the existenc.e of "the heart 
of an immense ~arknesg."12 Finally, this group provides one 
of several patterns which Conrad utilizes to give the thr-ee 
stories structural unity. Perhaps it is with the idea in 
r' 
mind_of·bridging the gap between "Youth" and "Heart of "Dark-
~ 
ness" that Conrad's first narrator cleverly comments, 
1 
1tBetween us there was, as I have already said somewhere, tihe-
bond of the sea" (1). The implication of his allision to' 
"Youth" certa1.nl~y ·enna.nces the idea of· a structural r-.ela/tl.on:~: 
ship . in the ta-les __ • 
The f-1rst person narrator introduces Marlow the narrator. __  
,· 
just as the unidentified narrator did in "Youth" by character-· 
' 1-zing him as· a particular k·ind of seaman who tells a peculiar_ 
kind of tale. ·l-3 but he goes beyond this basic- ~esc~ipt-1on by : .. 
------ . . --- -------- - -- ·tr - -
presenting him in the pose_ of a.meditating Buddha. According 
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t·o· W1lliam :Sysshe Stein, this symbol.ic offe:r:Lng to the ~deal 
of B~ddha ~uggests the refining of the .exper.ience in the.• 
~' . 
. 
· heart o~ darkness--:-
." He (Marlow} descends into his own hell of fear, d93st-re, 
and fle~hy limitations, bearin~ all the suffering~f his 
attachment to matter. At the last moment, he resists 
the attraction which Kurtz acknowledges. He breaks· 
free from the forces of flesh.·14 
. ,., . 
Whether the. Buddha image·ry is used to sho·w_ that IV!arlow makes a 
spiritual d-iscovery seems· to oe deba.t·a-ble, but it does indicate 
_ that the tale conta:ins a stage in his life which has deeper 
~ 
moral significartce o~ at least more serious consequences for 
' 
. .• 
·him· than his "Yout.h" tale implies. 
Then Marlow begins his tale by h·in.ti.ng_· at:· -thre.e ·t-he·nte:S 
which will be central to his tale •. For :e:x:am.ple:, when he 
comments a-bout the bol.d conquests of n:ts fri~nds ,_ ances-tors 
by the Romans, he is implying that fnva.s.i,in.·' ~rid conquest of 
strange lands by fam·ous English expl.orers and s-o·lcl.ier_.s whom 
. 
the first ·narrator described with admiration 1~ n~ither very 
I 
. ' 
.new nor very-noble in the history of western ci~ilization. · 
·These conquests amount to_sa~age exploitation, ·though they· 
' occur under the guise of progress. If civilization means the 
·:, 
expl_o1 ting of the weak by the strong_ in ·the name of P.:rogress, -·-
' ·I' . ·~-" \-:-""" • ' I l- ' 
does it offer any ~alvati·on for hu~an beings? -.~l~o, when Marlow 
~-
explains ·the profound effeq_t the strange land, the awful wild--
. 
e:rriess, must have· had -upon the incfi vidual Roman,- as- he mus·t 
have felt· tha.t " ••• the savagery, ·the utter savagery, ·:_had 
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·closed round him--all that mysterio4~·--·-~Jife o~f the W~ilder.- ,·p. -
. 
. -
. ' . 
' 
. . 
. / 
. ·ness· t·hat .stirs .in the forest, in,·the jungles,, Jn_th~ ... -.bearts 
, of· wild men~." { 4) · he is implying another theme·: . Can a \ ., ' ~ 
. ',, 
• 
. cl vilized human. being resist the power of. the- wilderness 
to· release latent savage in.stinctE in himself? · As ·we shall 
discover·, Kurtz and Marlow provide dif·~er·ent a.nswers to this 
' crucial question. Finally, when Marlow remarks, . "I--t was the 
. ' 
farthest point of n~vigation·and the culminating point of my 
' . 
. exper·1ence. It seemed s·omehow to throw a kind of light on 
everything about me--and into my thoughts,." ( 5) he .. is implying 
that · h.e undergoes a dramatic _.change in personali~-ey. We shall 
discover· that he changes from an immature ideal1s·t to a. .maturer 
human being who acquires some of the characteristics of the 
skeptic. It is this character change wlth which we are 
~specially concerned. 
I have already demonstrated with "Youth" how }!arlow 'S· 
physical journey in space provides the foundation for his . \ 
psychic journey. In "Heart of Darknes·s" too, Marlow under-
. -
~kes not only a physical journey but also a jQurney Qf a 
profou11,d psychological order. The physical jour!1ey is 
the trip UJ?. ·the Congo River in search qf a Bel·g1an trader named· 
-Kurtz; the psychological journey-, as Albert Guerard explains, 
is one through certain potent1al1 ties of th_e self. In fact 
.Marlow tells us. often eno® that he is reco~ntfng a spir~tual 
- -··· - -· - -- ·- ---
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voyage-- of -~e-lf-ci'iscovery·.15 As. he· move·s from a convent\__2!.lal·,. 
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organized society _to a· chaot·ic, primitive one, increasingly . . . 
~ 
. isplating himself from his fellow man, he experiences a 
·number of epipha}?i,es, · which seem to increase in tntens i ty, · 
until he comes face to ·face with Kurtz, th~ symbol of the 
. . 
. 
~ 
evi.l in the wilderness.- These moments of awareness wi 11 
--
) 
result for the most part f.rom collisi·ons between -illus.ion· 
,-and fact, private dream and public judgment, and appearance 
,', and reality, but they will push Marlow further toward a 
discov.ery of hB own self. 
Marlow's tale can be divld~d.1nto three broad stages/ 
.for the purpose of analysis •. The first stage dea1s·w1th several 
brief·episod~s in which ~arlow de~crtbes his reaction to what 
w~s actually occurring· to the African Congo and its people, 
and his relationship ~1th several key agents whom he met at 
the Central Station and who he discovers represent in varyir1g 
~egree ci-vil.ized Europeans 1n a strange environment. These 
~gents also direct him closer to Kurtz. The second stage con--
cerns Marlow's suspenseful trip up the Congo Rivet durtng 0 
. • 
which he becomes involved in several incident~ each of wh1ch: 
intensifies the anticipation of his confronting Kurt_~ and 
.... broadens his scope of· knowledge. In the third and c·limactic 
stage ~arlow meets the Russian, experiences his t~rrifying 
. 
-
" ordeal with Kurtz, and sett.les Kurtz' s affairs with Kurtz' s 
Intended. 
--·--· 
In the first stage there are sev~ral, eplsode.s preliminary 
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-- imagination_has·-taken~n ~ da;k:er hUef- ·th~t 1t<1·~·_1ess 
./ 
- lo. 
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• .l 
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.>., sanguine than th_e · imagination of --hi:s ... you·~h:ful sel-f in- "Youth," 
. --- -
- ·---- .. 
.;:· 
. 
' 
but als.o suigest that Marlow i~ prbphesying a jburney in 
which he _le_~rns the meaning of dee. th or comes to terms 
with it. To begin with, Marlow· te·11s us that he received 
}1is. appointment .for his venture through an irontc quir·k .O'f 
. fate: a man tr -~he name of· Fresleven was killed by sum·e . 
" 
•· native because Fresleven had whacked the chief of the 
: vtllage mercilessly during an argument over two b·lack ;h..ens·. 
The native very simply slid his spear between Fres1e&en's 
shoulder blades and. then quickly disappeared irlt9 ·the· jungle 
along with the rest of his tribe. The: senseless _killing 
results frbm a basic lack of communioatibnJ but the idea 
. 
~ 
is t.here that Marlow's Journey begins· 1 n the aeath. of a.:Qother 
human being. The death motif 1ncrea~es in significance with. 
!the next scene • His appointment leads him to a city which • • 
to him suggests "a whited sepulchre," and to a high house 
. 
•, in which he meets "two women, one fat and th,e other slim " . , 
_sitting on "straw-bottomed-···cha.irs, knitting black wo.ol" (?). ----~-
The slim one With the plain ~ress i~troduces ~im to a· 
, . secre te.ry who in turn leaq.s- him to an inner sanctuary where . 
-
. 
he is officially hired by the company. The fat one with the 
eat on her lap gives him a quick, undisturbed glance over . 
· the_- to.p of her spectacle-s · gs h:e_- emerges . from the: inner 
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.... ·. · of:f1ces·. 'Marlow .. tells us that whe·n· · he was -out :111. -the· . . ..... . . 
wilderness h·e used t·o think ·of these two weird siste.rs. · 
. 
. "knit.ting black wool a.s for a warm pall,".· (whi_ch,· by .the.TflaY, · ... ).• 
.. 
··is a velvet·_c6ver for ~-coffin). The death of Fresleven 
' 
. the "whited sepulchre," the two women, and the ominous 
. 
. tone with which Marlow describes these creatures and setting 
seem. to antlcipa_t_e · his journey· into a death-like condi ti<'n • 
. ' 
At the least these foreboding scenes suggest his movement 
toward a pla~e ·w~ich is rarely visited. Thus he remarks, 
I 
"I felt as -though; instead of going to the· .cent-re of a 
continent, I were about · to set off for th.e ~ent.r·e· o·f t·he 
·-· -earth " ( 1 0-) • 16 
· As- Marlow takes u's on his jou·rney to .. the mouth of the 
Congo, he describes a series of absurd, horrifying scenes 
r 
which symbolize the brutal savagery of European exploitation 
and which definitely affect his·consoious awareness. ,For 
' ,exam.ple, the French steamer in which he is sailing toward t 
· the mouth.of th~ Congo River comes across a French man-of-
- -war. "In the empty immensity of earth, sl{y,. and water,· there 
she was, incomprehe:ns1ble, fi~ing into a continent" (11·). 
_To Marlow the farcicality of this reprehensible affair is 
almost unreal: "There was a touch. o-f fnsani ty in the . 
,.,, 
- _:·,-· - .. --·--
. 
-----·proceeding, a sense·of lugubrious 9-rollery in the--·-sightfj (111: .• 
. He-· recalls that his reaction was one or·- disgust, almost 
-
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t toward the outer station, .. he~- rememb.ers meeting a N·eg:ro ' . ', 
. 
.,. -,. 
.·chain-gang in .. a revolting cohdi tion.. Rags ar.e _ wra.pp.ed 
• • 
_4 about thetr loins with the short ends dangling be.hind. them ... 
. . 1 ike tails, giving them the appearance of obe.dient ap.es •. 
Their very bones protrude. through their~coarse skin, and 
-
they pant rhythmtcally as they pass him "with that comp~ete;, 
' deathlike .indifference- of unhappy savages" ( 12) •. They are-
follo~ed by a uniformed security guard, carrying with him 
i rifle in .case the savage brute~ try to escape. He recog-
nizes the color of Marlow's skin and grins at him reassuringly. 
The tragic pict.ure of the Negroes is enough to make Marlow!s 
.. 
stomach turn and now as he tells of the brut.al s.cene- he 
responds with a mixture of guilt and heavy irony, "After 
. ~ all, I also was a part of the great cause .of these high and 
just proceedings"- (lJ). 
As he continues through the miserable w1lderness, start:i~·d 
on occasion by the dynam1te explosions 09-.curring amidst the 
overwhelming ·waste and decay, i_t suddenly g.awns on him that 
"in the b:J_indi_ng sunshine of. that land Che] would become 
acquainted ·with e ·flab)?--Y.t pretending, weak-eyed devil of a 
rapacious and pitiless folly" (lJ). 
~hade of some trees nearby, he stumbles into what he calls 
. 
-
"the. gloomy Ye ire le of some Inferno.". This morbid scene 
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epiphanies which he just described •. The grove i-nto which 
... he · acciden·tly · steps is nothing less ·than an open grave_" for. ~ . ·, 
... · the Ne.gro slayes 'wh_o haveJ oµtli ved ·their- us-efulness. . They 
11~~ in the stagna.t~ng gloom, an .anonymous .mass of _bodies, 
diseased, starving,· suf~f·ering--rotting away· slo.wly_. Marlow 
offers some biscuit.s to one of the "morlbund shapes" anq · 
stands horror-struc~.while another creature urisee to his-
hands_ and knees, · ~nd ·goes. off on ·a.11 .fo.urs. t-oward the river 
to drink" (14.). The tremendous· impaot ··of these imaglstic ' --·'· 
details needs no caustic remarks from Marlow to reinforce· 
them;. t-hey are in themselves enough to make one regurgitate· • 
• · It is also-ev~dent, even though the journey is young, th~t 
Marlow's personality is changing considerably -f~om his 
romantic days in "Youth," And-why should-n't it?- He has 
just witnessed the terribl.e results of the ~i-gh and just \ )proceedings of which he is a significant part. Black men ' 
suffer becaus-e they have been converted into _slaves in their • 
own country. Slavery.strikes Marlow as something pathetic, 
. ~.~ something detestable,. primarily - because 1 t clashes w.1 th 
what is rioble_ in man. Secondly, even those men who act in 
-
behalf of the company either die or go insane.if they are 
not strong enough. Fresleven 1s killed in a s111rargument. 
· Marlow l~a,rns from a Swedish captain who gave him passage up 
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taken up the river hanged- hitp.selr.···_Th_ere·are_a]~sci-the men. 
who, as the doctor told Ma.rlow ,- · came back· insane. · · -Finally, 
·there is the senseless destruction of the potentfa.lly ri9h 
land for the sake of profit. It is a crowning irony to ·· 
. 
, Marlow that both those who see that the Company functions 
and those who are used by it, suffer one way or· another. 
He .observes the brutal aspects of reality in the wilderness, 
and they bite deeply into his romantic soul. 
.. "? Whereas-in .the preceding scenes Marlow describes what 
. 
. was actually being done to the land and its native inhab-
itants, in the subsequent scenes he explains-his confron-
tation with several agents of the Company who provided him 
. 
with information about Kurtz, the chief .of the Inner Sta. tioh 
and Marlow's main reason fo~ journeying irito the heart of the 
.·Congo. The fitst of\these civilized agents is the Company·'s '-.... 
• 
. ) chief acco,untant. In the "gre-at demoralization of the land" I ' 
there he stood, impeccably dressed, groomed with meticulous 
;care. In--fact, as Marlow explain~, he displayed so much 
devotion to his ~kkeep1ng that one almost e_nvied him for it.,. 
This fac.t is probably responsible for Marlow's ambivalent 
attitude toward him. , On the one hand, the accountant gives 
Marlow th~·appearance of being ins~ns1t1ve to passionate 
t·ruth, · of_ understanding only superfluous fa.ct. For example. 
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·· .. when a s tck. agent is' plaCe9- in the. office· ·of. the. aCcountant~ - . -· .. •.. . .. 
, l. .) • . 
. -- ... : ..• ·--~.i-· -~ •-:""' ·-·.·--
,f .. r .•' .• 
\ . 
. . ' . 
, . ·;: he is· yery annoyed because the sick ____ .man-liistracts ·the ac.-. 
..,,,~. l 
.. ---,:· _.......___ - - -~: " --· ' . . ,. ... 
. 
•,, 
·oou:ntant fronf his work. ,Or, whe_n a caravan arrives and·. 
causes a ·disturbance in the stat_J_on yard, the acc·ouritant 
remarks most b_itterly, "When one has got to make correct 
. 
. 
. 
. entries, .one comes to hate those _savages--hate them to the 
death" (15f. Yet as Marlow se-es·him·in retrospect thts very 
loyalty to his books and tiis marvelous self-discipline are 
-. what Marlow respects and reluctantly admires. These are the 
qualities which rede_em him in Marlow's eyes.a Furtherm·ore, 
the accountant does. mention for the first time the name of 
.•,, Mr •. Kurtz. He goes on to descr~be him reluctantly as a 
first class· agent, a most remarkable ind·lvidual responsible 
for sending back mor~ ivory than any of·the other agents~ 
.. 
Even this man of statistics describes Kurtz with an ambivalent 
-·. attitu4e, for he envies Kurtz's ability to do his job better· ~ 
. 
\ 
. 
,than all the others, yet-he adm_ires him too.· Thus .. the. I 
• 
account~nt requests- Marlow to tell Kurtz that everything is· 
.... satisfactory. with him. ~e is· , of course, hoping that some-
·- . day Kurtz will affect h·is getting a better position in the 
Company. 
After a two-hundred-mile tr.ek through the thick jungle.,· 
-
Marlow-arrives at th~ Central St~tion only to leatn that hts . · 
steamer is- at the bottom of the river. · The boat wre~k prompts 
- ·- .L..--
. ' 
. him t.o .see _the.next Company a·gent--the manager •. Marlow re-~-· . .. 
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calls the 8.mbi ;~lerit feelings that he ·held for him.·. · His 
· feat~res. were not extraordinary but rather commonplace,· ar:id 
. ,. -
t . 
' 
-
. 
' . 
· ~side from his weak g;rin, which ma:le Marlow feel ·uneasy,- he · · 
.'';1, 
---
• 
... 
was neither intelli~ent nor capable of organizing. Perhaps, 
~s Marlow suggests, he was completely-inhuman~-devoid of 
feeling; in fact, on one occasion the manager remarked, 
"f.1en who come out here should have no entrails". (18). Mar-
. -low also remembers that on o~e occasion when the other white 
agents were arguing about· their pas i tions: _tn the hierarchy of, · 
the Central. Station, the tqt:;1.pager ord-3red an· enormous round ;) 
.. 
table to be built· to resolve the in-fighting. Where th.e 
manager sat he co·ns idered the f lrst · place E;3,nd. wnere the 
others sat d.idn't matter. This fact· certainly attests to--
his _egocentricity. One wonders if there exists a significant 
.. 
difference ·between his inhuman n~ture and the ivory which 
mesmerizes him. Yet even though his animal nature, his 
•sense of survival of the fittest, and his brute insensitivity 
enhance Marlow's doubts about the whole civilizing mission, 
he does gain Marlow's grudging admiratiop because his good 
health and tough skin enable h1m to keep things moving in the 
deplorabre station. · -Fur.thermore, Marlow recalls that in his 
brief, initial dialogue with the manager, he brought to 
Marlow's ears for the second time the name of Kurtz. Only 
, 
' this time the name· 1s mentioned in an apprehensi.ve· tone, for.· 
he explains nervously that Kurtz and his station are in grave 
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. danger. Thl•s iS one of the teasons why· the manas;e~ < • · / • -
.started.up ·the river so quickly with(?Ut wafting for MayJ:ow. : • I -
,;,.....,, 
. 
. . ' . 
- ... , 
. .. ' . // 
Still,'- he ·c~lls ·Kurtz .his ·bes·t agent and:f> ·seems i~ssed. at 
. /. . . . / . ... . ..... - . ' 
/_./ ... 
. -.the idea of Kurtz 's being m~nt1oned on th~>/coast, though 
' ' 
.) 
__ ,,,.,,,,,.,..// 
he h~rbors some jealousy for him. 
/ As a result _of an·incident· involving a fire which burns 
a grass shed-· and causes a great deal· of commotion, Tv'Iarlow 
comes into contact with yet another white agent--" •.• young, 
gentle.manly, a bit reserved, with a forked little beard and 
-a hooked nose" (20). He is essential to the c·ompany because 
he specializes .in making bricks; he· ls ais·o a·n absurdity 
beca~se there a.re no .materials with which to make them.: 
V Actually, he p"lays secretary for the· Company's manager. 
Marlow learns t-his and more in his frustrating conversation 
with. the brickmaker. For example, he discovers that this 
"pa.per-mache Mepistoph_eles" had been planning to become 
,'a.ssista.nt-.mana.ger undrer the present manager, only Kurtz' s I 
-----~~ 
appearing on the scene disrupted his plans. Furthermore, 
Marlow learns why the young aristocrat is "pumping him." 
~vidently the influential friends or Marlow's aunt sent 
letters to the ma~_ager on his behalf,· and the agent was-_ able 
to-.read them. rhese letters led him to see Marlow as a 
further threat to his _ own personal amb1 t lons. Thus, ·he . _ 
,, 
takes great pains to let .Marlow kn~ he fears no man. Yet;· 
he becomes t~he first agent to imply -that I a connect ion exists 
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. · · · · between Marlow and Kurtz: "You are or· the .new gang--the 
- -1 .. , ...... , .. 1, 
· · gang of virtue. · T.he same people who sent him specially also 
recommend-· you'' ( 21). The brickmaker becomes the third 
f -
__ member of the Company to merition Kurtz to· Marlow; and-= 
whether Marlow likes 1 t or not 1 Marlow ls being·o brought 
closer to Kurtz. It is almost as if a.n "unforaeen part-
nership" is dev.eloping between them. Apparently Marlow 
acknowledges this partnership, because, as he explains, he 
" 
really lied for Kurtz b:y allowing the brickmaker· to imag·t.n·e 
anything he wanted to a.bout Marlow's . influence in Europe. 
The accourtt~nt, the manager, and the brlckmak~r, then-, 
serve several important purposes. They are concrete e·xa.mples· 
of the insanity and absurdity of the civilizing mission in 
Africa. They stand as concrete evidence of how man degen-
erates morally and physically in an unc.ivilized countrY_r}· 
primarily ~ecause his fixed standard of conduct f~ils to 
)~ark there. They represent, therefore, one of the mediums 
' 
through which Marlow realizes his epiphanies·; that is,· their 
depraved natures enable M_arlow to realize· what could :poss i b~y 
happen to his own nature in that godforsaken country. l{e· 
- -/ - .. 
begins to- doubt his own ab111 ty to adhere to the virtues of 
honesty, fidelity, and solidarity. That is partly why he 
-almost l'ies for Kurtz and why he looks forward to. meeW.ng· 
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. 
·; t:h_e· · top --~f-te·r a.11-:,· and ·how. he would set a.bout his work .i 
. 
. 
· there". (26)·. -Final.ly, they serve as guides for Marlow by 
I --....__ 
directing him closer to Kurtz. When Marlow se·es. them ·1n -~------·· 
retrospect, then every single on~ of these pilgrims b.ecomes 
a revolting, ineffectual being. 
In the second stage of the journey Marlow ·expla·1ns0 
·hts encounter with several incidents which intensify his 
anticipation of m.eeting Kurtz, .Provide further illumination 
., 
for h1m of ·the nature of clv111zation, because through them 
he'is able to cohtrast western c1~111zation with the prim-
, i.-ti ve African commun-1 ty, and force h __ im to look critically at 
.. 
·. his own nature as a human being. At first he describes vividly 
the impressions which the African wildern-ess registered in his 
mind: "Going up that river was like travelling back to the 
'\ earliest beginnings of· the world, when vegetation rioted on 
the earth and the big trees were k1ng" (29). His description 
\ 
1of himself as a lonely, isolated figure in a vast., strange 
land echoes the idea .. of the Roman in Great Brita.in centuries 
a.go, ·an idea whicn was established by him 1n the beginning of 
the tale. "We could have fancied ou·rselves the first men 
-
---~ taking possession of an accur~ed·inheritance, to be subdued 
at the cost- of profound. anguish- and cf excessive toil" (30). 
This· effective parallel between himself and the· ancient Roman 
evokes the larger theme of civilization offering salvation 
for IDB.n in ·t . r1at i·t gives his ·life order· and meaning. For 
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example. 'from the accoul'ltant. · the tll~nager. arid the brick-
. 
. 
maker he -learns how civilizatio-n tends to corrupt and to 
render life meaningless. If. 1-t were no·t f o~ Marlow's 
' I ;. 
initial st·eadfast faith in· Kurtz 's alleged noble work, ·he 
. . 
··would haveee.sily ,·de,spaired and ·given up hope. Yet just 
as the _Roman long ·ago must have witnessed the innocent yet 
savage Celt emsting in his_primitive world, so Marlow 
... 
recalls his observation of·the natives of the African 
4 
wilderness surviving in relative harmony by adhering to their 
own simple customs. One of the significant differences between 
·...t 
these Africans ,and ci v111zed Europeans is that they la.ck 
-· ideals and illusion~ to which civilized people aspire; con-
sequently, they-are less inclined to restrain themselves from 
resorting to the brutal actions of the animal. rhus, the 
chieftain.' s son thrusts a spear through· Fresleven' s shoulder 
. t' 
""' blades while Fresleven beats the chief in an argument over 
' 
l . black hens; and, thus, Marlow comments about the headman on his t ' 
st.earner who reacts to shrill cries coming from the jungle· by·,. 
exclaiming, "Catch '-itQ ••• catch -·' 1m. Give 'im to us'' ( 35). 
When Marlow pointedly asks him what he would do with them, the 
headman remarks bluntly, . "Eat 'im!" Yet neit,her he nor his 
fellow blacks_during the long Journey ever-attempt to devour· 
Marlow or the other white agenti. Marlow r~calls that· s6me 
kind of restraint was responsible, though its source remains 
. '~ 
''1,1-ke a. ripple ,·on an unfa·t·homable enigm~ ••• ".·for hi:m •. It is 
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community by the representati ve,.s· of the s-t.rong western civfl- .,_ 
1zation affects eve;ryone involv~d. Mari.ow sugg~sts. that th'is 
absurd·· corruption e·xis·t.s 1·n part because·. of a lack of com-
. I 
'· 
munication which creates ignorance and ·tl)isunderstandin~.-
Whatever the rea·son, such an hypothes·rs generates eompelllng 
. 
. 
.. 
·rorce wh~n Marlow recalls that there existed '' •. ~t.he thought 
of- your remote kinship with this wild and passionate uproar" 
.(Jl). In other words, he feels a strong. unexpiainable 
connection with the Africans because they are very· human. - Ye:·t ., 
if that link does exist, is there basically a significant 
dif.ference between the civili~ed community arid the primitive 
one? Marlow does not thtnk so; as a result, the humanizing 
benefits of civilization b·ecome for him distressingly do·ubtf--u::_l- •. 
Y The incident which serves as a culminating point for 
all of these Marlovian ep1phan1e.s· a.bout the nature of c1v·-
1 
1lizat1on occurs abou·t a mile and a half below Kurtz 's station. I 
The steamboat is attacked by natives from the dense .jungle. 
and during t,he ehaotic event several men ~re killed. one of 
whom is Marlow's trusted helmsman. The skirmish erds when 
\ 
I 
! Ma-rlow jerks the line of the steamwhistle and soares the ·~···-
natives -away. To Marlow the f lghting en.compasses the ignorance, 
the misunderstanding, and the lack ·or communication which 
exist between the two ci v111zations. But it is mo~e than th·at; · 
· 1 t ·ts also. th&· inhuman slaughter of one human being by another.-
.- . ...:. ;. 
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· ·>, :~~~a-ndtOemphasize the 8.bsurdity:or,ina.n'§. inht.ima.nity· to IDS.nne····-"·--
de·monstrates symbolically. how all of· these human beings--ara-
,a:• 
"'\' 
. 
. 
.c9nnected ·through him to each other. Fresleven, ·the white 
a.gent, whom Marlow replaces by "stepping into his .shoes," 
• 
. . . is killed by a black man's spear. Yet, ~1arlow '·s .trusted 
, black helmsman dies also as a result of a spear wound given-
. ' 
him by one of his own kind. The blood of the helmsman soaks 
lnt·o Marlow's shoes, the very shoes which figuratively speaking 
belong to Fresleven. The way in which Ma~low ties these 
human beings into one vast brotherhood is strikingly beauti-
. ~· 
. 
ful. Furthermore, th death of the. helmsman forces Marlow· 
to realiz~ that he had established,a strong conn~ction with 
. 
him. Marlow recalls· the partnership which developed between 
them when he remarks: -:---tt-And the intimate profundity of that 
• 
look h~ gave me when ~e received his hurt ·remains to thld 
day in my memory--like a claim of distant kinship affirmed in 
\ 
·ti supreme moi;nent"(45). That partnership, which transcended 
t.he color of the ·he·lmsman' s skin or the nature of his civil-
ization, developed in part because they worked honestly toget~er. 
It is this -theme of work honestly done that emerge~ as one 
. . 
bof Marlow's strongest co~yictions, because he believes that· 
work offers man some meaning for existence. For example, 
when Marlow spends several months at the Central Station, he 
remembers admitting to h.imself that repairing his wrecked 
.. 
steamer enabled him to maintain his san1~y; "In that way 
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· .of life" ... '(19). He irritates the· manager and the :brickmaker 
. . 
. : . ~ .. 
" 
. . by· c_onstantly ··complaining. a.bout the need for rivets to 
' .·~ . 
re~air the steamer. He admits a grudging respect for ·the 
accountant, because he_ performs his. job well in· extremely 
adverse ·conditions. Howev~r, his respect for them is inc om-
. 
plete ~ecause their motives for working at ·all are devious and 
dishonest, even though they _apparently are unaware of their 
spurious behavior. The only real friend he has while at the-
:~ 
station is the r·oreman of the mechanics; Marlow likes him-
. 
ID because- he is a good, faithful worker. 
He r~calls how he admired the natives on the steamboat 
when he was piloting it up the.Congo, becaµse there was more 
than one occasion when they had to jump int·o the r1ver and 
push the boat. The Negro fireman gains his respect, for in 
his own-very simple way he keeps the steam presstire in the 
:,.. 
\ 
~ngine compartment constant.17 Finally, when Marlow and his 
' . ,.. 
crew come across a crude hut of reeds in which he discovers 
a dirty, weatherbeaten book entitled, An Inquiry into Some 
Points of Seamanship by a man named Towson, Master in His 
Majesty's Navy, he like an eager archeologist., stands mystified 
at ·its possible value and meaning. Actually, the book's con-
tents, "a simple, ·old sailor's talk of cha.ins and purchases," 
act as a refre.s~ing, soothing treatment to his starving im-
aginatiop. It is ~l~y~bpl-of the fixed code of the ·Sailor--
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. ·:--'.'~--~·-,.~ ·. -.. S·Olidarity, tradition-:...a .str.iking C0}1~rast .. to the vast 
' . ., ... 
_enigma in which it is discovered. No wonder Marlow rea.cts 
·r .... /· .. ,. .. 1,,,./·\., ,;. . 
. 
'/ eGstaticall-y to· 1 t; · 1 t enables him to reaffirm his belief 
in a code of conduct t·hat has· almost been shattered.· Al·l 
of- these accounts substantiate Marlow's bellff in the value 
I of work. In fact, he himself -ex:presses the necessity of work 
as·a nfed1um through which one can gain a knowledge of one's 
own nature: 
I don't like work--n·o man· d·oes--but I 11ke what is ·1n the work--the chance to find yourself. Ypur· own rea.lity--for yourself, not for others--what no man can ever know. They can only see the mere show, and never can tell what it really means (25). 
In the third stage· of hi~ journ~y Marlow confr6nts the_ 
-
. ' 
.. . 
Ru·ss ian, Kurtz' s pro""tege, experiences his /terrifyi·ng ordeal with 
; 
Kurtz, and settles Kurtz's account wlth the Intended. The 
Russian's functions in the tale are·crucia.l and have been 
examined by several critics. John Edward Hardy views the \ 
,Russian as crucial to the plot, because he ·serves as tne 
uessential agent of the connection between Marlow, the hero, 
and Kurtz, the object; and Marlow, the hero, and Marlow, the 
· __ !!~;r-~_ato.r_. ____ For--.. exampl-e,-- the Russ·tan's :relationship with 
Kurtz is the traditional one of tyrant- fool. As such he 
se·rves to expose the ridiculousness of the heroic or high -
s·erious action connected with Kurtz and in doing so he reveals 
what is truly heroic.in Marlow.18 John Canarlo sees· the 
Russian as "ngt simply 1;1n irresponsible'; 11-ght-headed buffoon, 
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but ~-a.ther,_. like the'_ harlequin ·or the theatre'· a modern''.·. 
,. 
.. 
representative of ·the European a.borigine, ti bec·ause_ h~ pos·sesses 
•' 
a capacity for humane ·behavior and a primitive- sense ·of··· · 
. . 
honor that makes hlm 1 mperv ious to the greed that corrupts 
ci vil~zed E·uropeans. 19 ' However,- we are concerned primarily 
I 
with how the Russian. serves and affects Marlow.. To begin, 
with, the Russian makes ·possible Marlow's proper meeting with 
. . 
' Kurtz. As the last Jof the. white men ;Mar loll conf_ronts, . the 
"' .Russian mus-t of necessity. be clo_sest. to Kurtz so that Marlow's 
~ u1t·1mate meeting with him-will be intensified. As a result, 
the Russian reflects some of the mystery of which he is 
enamoured and of which Kurtz is a victim--the mystery of the 
. 
. 
wilderness. On the other hand, the Russian also 1dentif1es 
with Marlow because of his past experience as _a seaman. 1n· 
other words, ·Marlow comes in contact with a man who beliey~s 
simultaneously in the Marlovian code of conduct and the 
\ 
1Jlagnificence of Kurtz.· Who else. is better suited to make 
' 
possible a proper meeti_ng of the two central figures? 
E:ven more significant. though, is Ma·rlow' s commentary 
- - ' . . .., ... ~ ,,. 
. -~ ' ...... ,•,. . ' ' . . 
-· . 
-· "t>rt the Russian- ~s a symbol of youth. -- Marlow describes his. 
~impression·or and reaction to the Russian- as yottth in.a 
•· pas·sa·ge whi·ch bears repetition: 
- - _ _. __ .; :· - . 
T}:le- glamour of youth enveloped his particoloured 
ra~s, his destitution, his loneliness, the essential 
desolation of his futile -wanderings. For months--
for years--Blis_ life ha.dn' t been worth a day's pur- · ···----
-~-.,, .. ~ .,'-;.':s• 
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- -· ·- -· - .. . 
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·chase; and there he was gallantly, t~oughtlessly 
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.alive·, to a1i· appearance indestructlble ·solely 'by 
.audacity. ·:·-1· was seduced. int~o sotnethl~g like .. ad-
. miratio.n.~-~.like envy. Glamour -urged ·him on, gla·mour 
- 'kept him unscathed. He surely wanted nothing from 
the wilderness, but space to breathe in and to push 
on though. His need was to exist, and to move on-
wards at the greatest possible risk, and with a 
maximum of privation. If the absolutely pure, 
uncalculating, unpractical spirit of adventure 
had ever ruled a human being, it ruled this be-pato·hed youth. I almost envied him the possess ion 
of this modest and clear flame. ( 48-9). 
• 
The Russian's essence lies in the fact that he 1~ like the 
.. Marlow or· the earlier story "Youth," moti.vated by the sheer 
spirit of adventure and blinded to truth by a romantic 
idealism. - Furthermore,~ lie displays an admiration for Kurtz_ 
which Marlow expresses throughout his journey··~ shows humane 
concern for the safety of all the men in the wildernegs and 
. 47 
,j 
' I holds a healthy attitude toward work in tbat he shows a devotion 
-o his ·book which parallels Marlow's devotion to his rivets. 20 
Although Marlow realizes regretfully that he can no longer 
11eturn to a state of innocence, to a glamorous view of_ life, ) 
f I 
· 
riis realization clearly indicates that pro.found ps.ychological 
change which has occurred in him since h~ initiated his j_our-
ney. Because of this mental change, he is. able to see· Kurtz 
more reallsti.cally than the Russian, who idolizes Kurtz ·the 
way Marlow has up to now. That is why .wheneve_;r the Russtan 
I\, at.tempts to defend Kurtz, Marlow offers a rebuttal which de-
~tr6ys the ideal view of the youth. _For example, the Russian 
. 
explains -~ow Kurtz wou14, explore ,"the·· country discovering 
vi,.llages, but Marlow's ·persistent q-µe-stioning causes the 
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Russian.· to ad~it th-at the explor1n·g was ,prilllarily for 
ivory. Marlow replies, "T6 speak plainly, he raided· 
the Country. 11 When the disciple of Kurtz attempts to def.~nd 
his actions, Marlow a.gain reme:rks sharply, "Kurtz got. the 
tribe· to· follow him." Again, when the Russian tells Marlow 
that Kurtz almost kill~~ him for concealing a. little ivory, 
Marlow exclaims boldly, "Why! he's mad:" but the young man 
rejects the thought. At another point in their conversa.t·ion, 
Marlow remarks pointedly that Kurtz was not .his idol. To 
•· 
add to his serious reproach of Kurtz, Marlow remembers witnessing· 
the shrunken heads on the stakes otttside.Kijrtz's hut; the 
perversity of the scene causes him to comment thus upon 
Kurtz's crucial dilemma: 
\ 
\ 
·'. 
They only showed that_ Mr. Kurtz lacked rest-raint 
ih_the gratification of his various lusts, that 
there was something wanting in him--some small . 
matter which, when the pressing need arose, could 
not be· found under this magnificant eloquence •.• 
The wilderness had found him out early, and had 
taken on him a terrible vengeance for the fantastic 
invasion ••• It echoed loudly within him because 
he was hollow· at the core ••. ( 51) •. 
·-:.-· 
.... ! 
Yeteuen though Marl.ow'_s remarks about·Kurtz 1 's c.onduct to 
... the Rus~ian are ironically realistic and even th_ough he realizes 
that Kurtz lacks restra1n·t, he still. promises the Russian that 
-- ' 
.. - - - --
he will defend Kurtz's reputation. Act ua 11 y, Marlow committed ~ 
-
· himself to Kurtz at the Central Station ·when, on Kurtz 1 s 
' . ' 
behaJ.f, he almost lied a.bout the strengt~ of his own influence 
---· -in ~urope. Furthermore, as.Marlow told us earlier, he anticipatad 
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· .. ·m·ee:ttngKurtz,_ whotri--h.e admired greatly, ·because h_e had the 
' 1 
'right k·1nd of values, his sympathies were. 1·n:. the right ·places, . 
and .his -~maginative dreams for the advancement.·-ar--c1v-1·11zatfon· · 
. as-. e~pressed in his report to the. International Society 
characterize.d him as .. ·an idealist.· ··The latter reason would 
""· 
certainly account for· Marlow's ~ttachment to Kurtz, since 
Marlow through his tale has given evidence of believing 
in heroic ideals. 
. Shortly after the Russian harlequin departs expediently 
for a fresh adventure in the African forest, Marlow describes 
his experiencing a major epiphany through a terrifying ordeal 
with Kurtz, whom he had met for the first time when he was 
·,. .i .• ,r .. 
,-(; 
...~ ·, . 
~ .~·with the Russian •. Marlow wakes during the night, startled by 
I ~ ' ...... 
" . 
I 
I'· 
', 
bursts of-yelling and howling, and discovers that Kurtz is 
missing. Almost without thinking, he heads toward the sounds 
·1n the darkness; and as he does, he anticipates a conflict 
' ,with his mysterious self: "I was anxious to deal with this • • 
shadow by myself alone" (57). The· shadow, which suggests 
darkne~.s, · mystery,. atid evil, is Kurtz, but 1 t also suggests 
Marlow's hidden self. This nightmarish struggle is reinforced 
by the scene's eerie tone, weird sounds, and unreal imag~s.· 
He eventually c~tches up to Kurtz, because Kurt.z left a tratl -
as though he were crawling like·an animal. Thi.s metamorphosis 
' 
·, 
... . .. 
symbolizes Kurtz's moral deterioration. As they talk ·1n -the 
darkness, MarlRw trt·es to free Kurtz f"t·om the powerru1·· mag-
t ,.. 
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· · . · netic force of · the wilderness ~y appealing to Kurtz' s. 1~£e1l- -- I 
·• 
'::" .. 
... ..,_ .. ' . 
,igence; however,' Kurtz' s s-eul .. · ,.has· already yielded to'_ t~~. · 
;, . . . 
. ' , .. '"' 
»1 '· 
.(' -"I .. ,, ' 
•, .... , . 
attracti.on · of that f or;ce:. . . . . 
I tried to break the spell--the heavy, mute spell 
of the wildernes8--that seemed to draw him to .i-ts , 
pitiless breast by the awakening of fo~gotten and 
brutal instincts, by the memory of gratified and 
monstrous passions. This alone, I was convinced, 
had driven him out.·to the edge of the forest, to 
the bush,_ towards the gleam of fires, the throb 
of drums, the dron~ of weird incantations;· thi~ 
alone had beguil~d his unlawful soul beyond the 
· b"ounds of permitted aspirations ( 59). 
• i -
·In the climax. of this strange ordeal Marlow discovers the · 
"..J I 
.... 
-~,:_ .... _./ 
capacity for evil which exists in himself, beca.u~e he actually 
shares Kurtz's struggle with his mad soul: "I had--for my 
sins, I suppose, to ·go throug-h the o~al of looking into 
'l·t myself" ( 59"). But, Marlow resists the magnetic powers of 
the wilderness, he survives his terrifying discovery~ and he 
thereby reta.i;ps his moral independence,... because~. he use·s ·good 
~ense and restraint. 
Marlow's .sober description of the swift journey down the 
river contains hi's sombre,· profound comment on the significance 
of Kurtz' s existence and the meaning of his f 1nal cry.· A·ccord-
. " .-
1 ng to John Canario, "KUrtz,_who is shown to, possess a superior 
intelligence and t.o _.have enjoyed all of the -humanizing benef1 ts· 
of a university education~ is. fin~lly exhibited as an. idealist 
who, in- spite of an original motivation to devote his life- to 
··-
00.-·-- - ____ the· advancement of civilization.,'", has become the victim· __ of an 
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· ·insatiable·· hunger. for. power out of a. vanity .freed. from any. · 
external re.straint·· upon ·1 t. ·n21 . Thus.,· }1e keeps. a Jungle 
. goddess as. a mistress, he explo·tts the natives .for· t.he sake· 
q of getting ivory, he displays.on poles the heads of those he 
c·alls . "re.obels t," and he attends night rituals in his honor. 
To show symbo_lically how radio.ally Kurtz :degenerat·es., Marlow '- . 
, . 
, 
repeatedly shifts between the p}1ra.se "heart of ;darkne~s" as 
·-: it refers to the wilderness and the phrase as it refers to 
'\ Kurtz. It 1.~ almost as if Kurtz' s hear.t has merged with the 
heart of the wilderness. In fact\, Marlow e·ven· acknowledges 
-that Kurtz has lost his worth as a human being, for he remarks: 
The shade of the original Kurtz frequented 
·the bedside ~of the hollow sham, whose fate it was to be buried presently in the mould of primeval earth. But both the diaboli~ love and the unearthly hate of the mysteries it had penetrated fought for the possession of that 
, soul satiated with pri~itive emotions, avid 9f lying fame, of sham distinction, of all the ~ 
~ppearances of success and power (61). 
~r-
' 
\ 
( •. When Kurtz realizes in· his final moment·the tremendous gap ' ' 
which exists between what he hoped to achieve and what he 
. .. 
• 
--
actually accomplished, then life be~9IJ1~s y~ry __ J~Qea..nin_gl_eas~:.t_o_. ___ ·-·-··7-:··7~ .•. , .... ·····-·-• • ·•" '--• .n- '-• ,. ·" ····- •• -•·''"- -•· •• • "• 
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. -~ ......... . 
... --,~-- --"· --···----h-im and .. he re··sponds despairingly, · r'The horror! The horror!" 
•-F o 11 ow 1 rig Kurtz•s death, the protagonist Marlow emerges 
. . -- - .. ~--- .. - .. --~-
from his long~ arduous journey a changed man wlth a new, 
tragic view of life.· He has learned r.rom the civilizing 
·,· 
r· . 
______ mission in Africa that while the forces of c~1Jizat1on operate. 
-· ···· - - ·urider 'the guise of progress, they are really {ore es of . darkness 
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b"ecause "they are liable -to. _corruption. As a ·result, · Cilti.lizatio·n· : 
. 
-
-
. " 
. seems to have little meat?,ing for hitn. : In this corrupt.civil-
J ization Marlow grabs on to Kurtz, becaus.e he ·offer.~ some 
. .'. ~ hope; however, Kur-tz becomes a symbol of darkness because he 
I . 
can not resist the power of the wilderness to release latent 
. , 
. savage· instincts ~n himself~ despite his.noble idealism~ 
Marlow's final moments with Kurtz· show him how m~aningless . 
Kurtz •s life has become. Yet Marlow deferid·s Kurtz as being\ 
' ' 
' 
a remarkable man because he at least was· able t·o Judge· him.:.. · 
..... -...... 
self.~ It :i:s no worJ.der that when Marlow comes close t9 death, 
. 
,. 
the eternal darkness, life itself becomes so meaningless to 
him that the darknes.s .seems to exist everyw}:'lere. This pro-
• 
" 
. found realization sends him into a state of despair, "Droll 
. :. ~ 
thing life is--that mysterious arrangement of- merc·11ess logic· 
for a futile purpose. The ·most you can hope from it is some 
·knowledge of yourself--that comes too late--a crop of unex-
\ 
~i-nguishable. regrets" ( 62). The darkness of civilization, 
' 
. the darkness of Kurtz, and the darkness~ -which Marlow discovers 
in)his own repulsive self merge into the all-encompassing 
: ... -..... d-arkness which is life.- itself. 
" 
--
... 
.I 
Though Marlow appears to have reached the ·depths.of des- , 
-
· - pair as a result of hla deep penetration into a co~ple~ world, 
he does not feel· that existence ·1s utterly hop-eless. The -
scene involving him and Kurtz'_§ Intended offers l):his solution 
. ~ , .... 
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-~-~.· he-~car-ried with .. him a very vivid memory of his communion with·. 
• a ' ,·., I 
• 
I • ' 
• 
' 
· Kurtz in the_ African .. darkne~s; in fa.ct,· strik-ihg sounds· ·and.· 
·" 
__ . ---··.-·--'---... ----
-..,.. 
·· images of .n •• • ·the stretch~r, the phantom-bearers, ·the ·Wild=· 
crowd of obedient worshippers, t'1e gloom of the f_orests, the f 
glitter of the reach between the murky bends, the beat of_ a 
drum, regular and muffled like,the beating of a heart--the 
heart of a conquering darkness~ rushed forcefully through his 
\ mind, making it almost impo~sible for _him· to conceal tr1e 
truth about Kurtz.from he~. ; Her noble suffering draws from 
him the compassion-which he felt for Kurtz in the wilderness. 
H~r v~ice penetrates his being with an intetisity that seems 
to echo " ••• all the other sounds, full of mystery, desolation, 
and sorrow, (he) had ever heard," including "the whisper of 
a voice speaking from beyond the threshold of an eternal· 
darkne-ss" (67-8). Her suffering for her imagined hero recalls: 
\. 
~n so mahy ways the suffering of Kurtz in his fina~·stage l 
' 
of 11.fe that Marl.ow feels compelled to give emotional allegiance. 
to both of them. But she has clung to- her~illus1on so des-
. 
pe~at~.1.Y and pers.istently that he cannot bring himself to •- • __ _._.. .............. r.- .-.--,.- ...... --.~~-- -·- . 
-~-
--- - ' - ------- -- --
. 
. 
---- --- -- - -- -- ---- -
, 
I 
re-veal· to her the truth of Kurtz-~ s existence, summed up by· 
his final cry. Consequently, he lies· to hei,: to·avotd killing 
the very essence of her life. And as if to confirm this fact, 
she cries triumphantly, "I knew it--! was sure!"· Throughout 
t-he journey,· Marlow· speaks andJ acts like a .;man who belie,,es . 
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0 s"tro~gly :in' simple .virtues' and ·-now., the irohic import is\ that 
I 
.. 
he ·.sways· from his morall code by telling ia lie. 6 • . 
• 
. ~ 
However, in 
' l 
· ·this ironic concession lies Marlow.' s solution to life's \ 
meaninglessne.ss. 
,J 
In order to c·omprehend fully the significance of his lie 
we need only recall Marlow'~allusions earlier to women. In 
.· describing his visit to his aunt just_ before departing for hi~~ 
new adventure, Marlow recalls his responding to her grand and 
gloriou~ ideas about his helping to convert thousands of 
-
. ignorant masses to a civilized way of life. with a comment on 
women 1 s view of life that carries a great deal more weight.than 
his ironic tone warrants: 
\ 
' 
, 
It's queer how out of touch with truth women 
are. They 11 ve in a world of the 1:r\ own, and there had never been anything like it, and 
never can be·. It is too beautiful altogether, and if they were to set it up it would go to pieces before the first sunset. Some con-founded fact we men have been living contented~ ly.with ever since the day of creation would 
start up and knoc~ the whol·e thing over ( 9). 
.. 
Marlow presents this illusionary world again in a symbolic 
-~ statement when he is relating his rather dull conversation 
with the brickmaker at the Central Station. As he gets up 
to leave, Marlow notices an oil sketch on a panel ~represent-
'· 
' -. . . 
ing a woman, draped and blindfolded., ca~rying a lighted torch_~_-- ____________________________ _ 
~·· 
. , 
.. 
-· .. The background was sombre--almost black. The movement -o·f the 
woman was stately, and the effect of the torchlight 'on ·t·he · 
face was sinister ft (21). It has al·ready been· pointed out· 
that this painting might represent "mankind, groping blindly 
.• - ·~ ·-· }- . ·----·~ . ·-···-:-~·-,'" 
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~h~~ugh ~he ~~rkneSS ~~f·,h1s-_ei::s--~::c·:.-··_Se~king. his ~:;.:it~ i' ::_(_ 'I 
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' 
·~ 'f 
. .' 
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' 
. what llght: civilization can offer .•. '. ,,22 · The ·sketch was· 
. 
_made by Ku~tz and probably represent-s his Intended. It- thi.s 
is .the case, then it not only accurately foreshadows the 
1.mage Marlow is to .have of her d1:1ring his_ visit -but al·so 
-- -. ! 
' 
. reinforce·s Marlow's final solution. He appears to be telling· 
.. 
p 
us that man must continue to trust in himself and his fellow 
\I,,.' ' ' ' J ~ 
man. He must believe in the illusions he has created (as ~h:i-,.;:11-!!ieiJ.---------
aunt and Kurtz's Intended do) even though he knows full well 
. . they are dreams. Finally, tllusions are not by themselves 
enough; man must also relate to another human beYng (as Marlow 
--11 
- does to. Kurtz and his helmsman, and as Kurtz' s Intended does 
• 
to Kurtz) ·1n order to make existence meaningful. 
-----·-··-·- ... -----
The first narrator quietly brings us back to the reality 
of the present moment. He achieves this effect by completely 
• • • 
_ ·reversing the beginning of the story. First, he describes 
. ' 
- --- ------- -- - --· 
. ,, 
\ 
' Marlow sitting "in the pose of a meditating Buddha," an image I 
• 
which he affixes to Marlow when Marlow began his tale. Then 
he mentions the remark of the Director of Coml?anies', who \ 
checked the security of the anchor of the Nellie when first 
.. 
she came to rest · 1n the Thames. Arid f 1nally, he descri.bes the -
present setting, which par-allels the setting at the beginning 
\ 
of the tale: only·now instead of-directing our attention over 
th·e water}lay toward Gravesend, he dt-rects 1 t over the waterway 
outward toward "the uttermost .. ends of the- earth." Furthermore, 
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·by :revers·ing· the introductory· 'pattern of. th.e tale 9 ·t.he: 
. . . 
~- ....... ~ .. ~·:.• 
,.~t·· ' 
narrator (fxpands the heart o.f darkness which Marlow has . ,\.,, . ~ 
. . 
dramatically·corttained in his own experi~nce so 
' 
th t a . it· is .. 
the embodiment of the universal f:1Xperience of man. 
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·· - ·· · · . L·o·rd Jim 
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>t"'.~ 
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Lord Jim seems to define the thtrd .and fina:i, st·age in the.~'J · 
... 
.. 
. ··sequential deveio~ment of the Marlovian .. personality. There is · · 
some bibliographical and -textual evidenc .. e. to indicat·e that· 
.it was meant to. Since "Youth" was completed in.the beginning_ 
l. of June, 1898, "Heart of Darkness" b,etween the middle of 
. ---
, December, 1898 and the mJddle of January, 1899, and Lord Jim 
1n July~ 1900, the possi bill ty tha.t Conrad might have had 
so~~ idea of Marlow's character development tn mind cannot.be . ·. 
overlooked.23 Furthermore, whereas it has already been 
pointed out that Marlow is twenty years old in "Yc;,uth" and 
almost thirty in "Heart o-r Darkness," textual evidence strong-
ly suggests that he 1s in his m1~-forties in Lord Jim. For 
example, Marlow the narrator remembers the comme·nt fie made 
about Jim at the end of their second meeting; "He was running. 
Absolutely running, with nowhere to go to. And he was not 
Y'f~ four-and-twenty" (112). Then, at least six months 1 
t 
elapse before he discusses with Jim.,Stein's plan for Jim to - ~ . 
work 1n Patusan. While describing this scene, Marlow says in 
response to. Jim's insolent smi·le, "But then I am twenty years 
his senior" (169). Thqs, if the twenty years are added-to 
Jim's age, which is about twenty-four, Marlow's age adds up 
to about forty-four. 
·.-.. - -
. ... . Lord)Jim, like "Yout~" and "Heart of Darkness," is also 
- -(--"~--a-r:rame story i~ that· Marlow interprets for us the powerful . · -
moral struggle of a sh1p-:-chandler 's water-clerk 1 named Jim·~ 
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-' · ·· ·i· ·se.nibles clos·ely. the first na-rra.,tor of the two s·horter· tale.s. 
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His several functions, which have already been explained in 
" t-he section on· "Youth," ·-also serve for "Heart of Darkne.ss" 
and for~Lord Jim. 
The increase in Marlow's age from "Youth'.' to Lord Jim, 
• 
the presence of~ narrator, whose functions remain for the 
most part eonstant in each tale, and the. presence of a 
·-· group of men who serve as Marlow's-audience are structural 
links · between the various stages of development in the· 
personality of Marlow .• 
• 
Marlow finally arriv~s at a point of f~lfillment in. his 
constant search for knowledge, as he becomes deeply involved 
I 
I,,• 
-in the moral struggle df the young, imaginative Jim. He 
. . 
involves himself in Jim•s di.lemma, as he did in Ku·rtz's, be-
cause Jim objectifies what.Marlow feels deeply within himselr. 24 
\ 
in "Youth" Marlow characterizes his youthful self as essentially l 
~ dreamer, an imaginative soul, who has not yet matured 
enough to realize that destruction or tragedy is a"'real part 
'• 
. ... _,,, 
6 
_________ -·-····. _ of life; in "Heart of Darkness0 Marlo.w explains how -his -r-o- ---.. -,-·--· - ___ .. 
•. 
..... 
mantle conscience ... undergoes a dramat~c change as a result 
of· his getting .intimately involved .iri the af'fairs of Kurtz,--_ 
·-
another sens 1 ti ve ,. being who began -his grand career as a 
' . 
--
-
. 
dreamer_; and ·now, Marlow offers his final statement· on the 
·. ,- ' - ' ~: 
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cll1, as he beccmeS itittm8.tel.Y ~6~nected with Jim, who 1s · .· · - ·· .· . 
r 
i -
/' 
- } 
' 
-· 
· yet ·a:pothe·r dreamer. As Morton Zabel expl,ains: ---· 
The Marlow of_Lord Jim.has already known both· dream and destruction in his own"experience. He has told of his encounters with them in 
"Youth" and "Heart of Darkness"., •• The good 
. 1 
I , 
.. 
,i, ...; •. I 
.,., I ·,of'I l-, . 
and evil he has known have brought him out of youth and early manhood into the patient years 
of mature age. He is already the "meditating Budd~a" who told the tale of his journey in . the African darkness, but no lotus flower of 
seren~ confidence in cosmic· justice has been given to bless his knowledge.25 
-~~-
.. 
· Marlow describes several incidents and makes several -com_-
ments in the beginning of his story which show why he gets 
involved in Jim's case and which reveal something of Ma·r-
~----=------:--------;~· -- -ow s character at· this stage of his life. He ·recalls f 1rst 
setting eyes on Jim while standing one day in the s~ade at. 
the harbor office of an Eastern port. The magnetic force of 
Jim's uncompromising, self-suffic.1ent attitude makes Marlow 
downright angry, primarily because a yo~ng man who has de-
\ 
. 
-
~aerted his ship has no right "to look so sound." However, 
.~ 
his anger is short-11 ved, -f o~, in describing the same scene, 
he al_so remembers. thinking to himself,· "I liked his appear-, 
--
. ance;_ I knew his appearance; he came frqm- the right place; 
~ \ he was one of us " ( J J ) • Thus, Marlow has ambivalent feelings 
·about· Jlm'-s appearance, because he .feels that Jlm displays 
., 
that innate sense of right co_nduct which is so .much an 
-1ntegral part of Marlow's conviction~. In fact, Marlow would 
--- . 
r 
... ~ -n-O·t -hesitate--.-to e·ntrust- his own ship to Jim's cha~ge, · he 
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......:--~"-. 'feel·s-so cohfid.~·~t:·_in Jim•s· i~vu-lner.ab+~ ,.1o·ok·. 
----Marlow gives us ·rurther insight into his- ·reasons. for . --- ·· . . ' ' 
.. 
:·studying · Jim and 1nt'h·h1·s own ·l?er·sonality when he desc-r.i bes 
how, while vi.siting one· of hls·men i.n a hospital, quite by_, 
. 
accident he came across the . enginee~ who served on boar~i.. the 
Patna during 1 ts fateful mishap. The_ Patna, a stea.mer carry-
ing "eight hundred pilgrims"· .across the Indian Ocean to the 
Red Sea.and Mecca, was· abandoned at sea by Jim and a mongrel I 
crew because they thought she was fatally-damaged by some 
unknown object. Before he describes his conversation with? 
the--s1.-ck engineer, he explains to his listeners with subtle 
irony why he felt compelled to pursue Jim's case, for he .- ' 
readily admits _that it concerned him "no more than as a 
member of an obscure body of men held together by a community ... 
of inglorious toil and by fidelity to~ certain standard of 
·conduct" (38)·. The irony exists in the fact that we have \ . 
~lready been told by him how significant the adherence to t 
the fixed code of· the 1mmed1ate community 9f sailors and 
the larger community of mankind, which these seamen represent, .' 
~ is to him. This ironic.statement is immediately fo~lowed 
by another Marlovia.n epiphany which adds treme·ndous impetus 
. 
. and gives special credence to· Marlow's centraJ...·rgle 1ri the 
novel. · · He asks : .. 0 
- - ----- , - --- --- . --- - ---- ' . 
Was it for my own· sake ~hat I wished to find some. shadow of an excuse for that young fellow whom -I .-had never·· seen before, .. e-ut whose appearance alone 
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' . added a touch of 'per~onal concern' to the thou-g,hts 
suggested by the knowledge of. his · weakness-~made .. · 
it a thing of mystery and·terror--like ·a hirit of 
a destructive· fate ready. for us all whose youth . 
in its day-~had resembled his ·youth? I fear-th~t 
such was the secret motive for my prying ( 39). · 
~ 
. - . ; . 
S.lnce Marlow has already established that Jim's appearance 
makes him "one of us," meaning in this instance that he 
poss~sses a fe-w simple vi.rtues such as honesty, courage, 
and fidelity to a fixed· st~ndard of conduct, he mus~t dis-
cover some plausible explanation for Jim's desertion, 
otherwise Marlow's intense fa.1th in heroic ide,als will be 
severely shaken •. If these· heroic ideals don't work for man. 
. 
. 
what is left to regulate his conduct?26 For Marl~' s a 
- - -
problem which has its- roots in his own nature. 
--~ 
His ~onversat1on w1th the delirious engineer r.£rese;ts 
his first serious attempt to learn al e can about Jim. 
-....... 
- ...... Jlt However, Marlow learns surprisingly little about·J1m or the \ 
~atna incident from him. The engineer seems obsessed with , 
title idea that the passengers on board the Patna would· have 
.. -- .. -'• - . ~ ... 
A .. • 
tr-ampled him to death if he had not e·scaped. What does 
.. 
~merge through the v~gue rhetoric of the self-tortured en-
' ~ gineer is that the whole ordeal was a.n ugly, sickening af-
fair, so powerfu·l in 1 ts· effect upon the mind that. when c O'JJl-
bined with his guilt feelings ·--ror desert.1ng, it drove the man 
to drink.<& 
' . 
The next-member of .the·-community of .men who throws some 
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··star Line" .(4J), who serves as one of-the_assessors at the~ _ 
. . Court of Inquiry, which is being held to investi_gate the 
"Patna incident. According to Marlow, Brierly considered 
. . 
' . 
,himself a superior ·being, and with _good reason. He.had 
t 
I 
never -made a mistake, never made a wrong decision, and ne·ver 
had .an aceident. At thirty,-two he ranked among the· best..l.L.---------!-
1
: 
commanders 1n· the E·as·tern trade. Howe~er, Marlow remembers ,, 
' getting quite a surprise fr om the man when· he spoke to him 
during the progress of the Inquiry. Brierly asks Marlow 
why Jim is going through with the Inquiry; and wh~n Marlow 
explains why, Brierly remarks, "Well, then, let him creep 
twenty feet underground and stay there! .By heavens! I 
would". (50). But Marlow explains that Jim displays courage 
in facing up to his ·crime. That co11llllent causes Brierly to 
• , )put up two hundred rupees for Jim's escape, if Marlow will \ I 
induce Jim to accept the money.· -- Marlow refuses the offer. 
Not long after the Inquiry ends Brierly commits suicide •. 
Marlow comments revealingly, "He- comm1 tted ··his reality and 
his sham together to the keeping of the sea" . ( 51). Brierly's 
sham, of course, is the image of infa).._libility, .of assumed 
. ,, 
· self-reliance, which he projects to the community; his 
reality is the .. cowardice which he has be~n successfully able 
to conceal but which· Jim! s · failure _and subseq.uent purgation -· 
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-:"a/t the ·rnq·uiry have for .. ced to the, su-rf.ace , .. s_.<?. that Brie:r;-iy; _ 
-~ctually shows·· hi niself a coward. In other words, Marlow · 
J_ .... , 
~eems to imply th~t Brierly reacts v16lently to Jim's_ 
-.. . dilem.ma through recognition. 27 Brierly's suqcessful 
' public life· parallels Jim's private dreams, and Jtm's.unsuo-
~essftil public life. (his desertion of the Patna) parallel's 
Brierly's private dreams. The revelation for Marlow here 
ls that there _is something -ab9ut Jim's nature which causes . 
--,~;~) 
another human being_t{o .. com.mit an irrational act. If Jim·can. 
evoke violent response and yet be "one of us,'' then he. s·urely 
is worth pursuing. 
. ·- --., ., . - . , . ,.. .. 
... 
i ~ 
_. ., . . • . - •. ·. "I 
Thus far, Marlow, the pro·tagonist, g~ins only f_ragmentary · 
knowledge about the romantic nature through Jim's very per-
sonal dilemma. The Court of Inquiry does not help him much 
.. 
,_ 
either, especially since the assessors at the Court are 
after material fact--what Marlow the-narrator calls the super-
\ ' ficial ".how" of the affair. He does not criticize the Cour~ .. -~s { 
-objective at the time·because he realizes that their surface 
. ~ 
investigation 1-s ·a;i.l that ls expected of them. However,· he 
' does suspect that the truth.of Jim's case lies deep beneath 
-th~ surface. His suspicio}?. gains co~v~ction from his three· 
·-meetings with Jim. These mee.~tings involve approximately ten 
chapters· and are crucial-to-us because they reveal the change 
. ' 
which oc-curs in Marlow's attitude toward Jim and what Jim 
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_ people are E~~-tt·i'!J.g from the room, Jim_. suddenly accosts Mar_-:, __ 
'\,•I 
I • 
,;, 
.,. 0 • . • In the·ensuing, tense dlalogue Marlow learns why. Jim low. 
heard a voicEi remark, "Look at that wretch.ad cur,". and as he · 
turned around to see who said it of him, he s~otted-Marlow~ · 
• • < 
Fortunately Marl.ow is able to. explain ~the misunderstand.ing 
by showing Jim a yellow dog,· .which was .really the object of 
. ~ the derisive comment, but he looks v1~1bly ·shocked because 
' 
. 
·; he suddenly realizes that the a.mbigui.ty of :tne· stranger's 
remark has expos~d Jim'' s vulnerability.· Jim 1.s attitude throug~ 
·~.!::l ' 
.. 
t·he Inquiry has been one of "gloomy· impudence,." but his em-
barrassing mistake strips him of any ~discretion. He is 
so humilitated that he dashes out of the building. Then 
another striking irony occurs. When Marlow catches up with-
him and tries to alleviate Jim's sudden f·eeling of shame,. Jim 
remarks quite candidly, "All the·se staring people - in court 
L 
1seemed such fools that--that it might have been as I supposed" { 
(56). Evidently Jim does not realize the meaning of his 
error; he doesn't understand that-in the eyes of the com-
munity he really is a "wretched cur.". 
Marlow's second meet._ing with Jim occurs shortly after. 
'their first one in a big dining room of a popular ~otel 
" 
over a hearty meal, s~me wine, and later, coffee and cigars. 
This secon·d meeting is crucial because in his description~ . 
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- having: desJ~rted the Patna, he .. finds himself b·elieving iri • 1'. 
.. ~im 's imagined ~nnocence. . Marlow relates how a.t -the. be~-.:.. 
----
·ginning of their discussion Jim's appearance ~ppealed ·to , 
all of his sympathies, bec~use "He was· of the right sort; 
he was one of us·." The fact that Marlow links tkiis enigmatic ' . 
phrase to Jlm's appearanc~_calls to mind his use ·or the ... ' 
same phrase in a similar context when he describes his first 
1mpress1.on of ·Jim .. Marlow takes care to repeat this enigmatic, 
phrase several times during his description, possibly to drive 
home the idea that his immediate audience, which repre~ 
sents mankind, -stands to be seriously affected by the tr-utl1 
behi~d Jim's dilemma. 
' 
• 
Just· before he relates Jim's personal account_o,( ____ the 
Patna episode, Marlow prefaces that account with an ironic 
passage which characterizes· h-1s. inl tial .skepticism toward 
\ 
v1m~'s case: 
i 
l . 
It was solemn,_and a little ridiculous, too, 
as they always a.re, tho-se struggles of an in-. dividual trying to save from the fire his idea 1 of what his moral identity should be, t~is precious notion of a convention, only one of the 
rules of. the game, nothing more, but all the same 
so terribly effective by its as~umption of un- • limited power over natural instincts,- ,by the aw-ful penalities of its. failure (60). 
'· 
,. 
·.: ~·· 
.. 
--s Evidently the inner conflicts which Marlow's roman·t1c conscience. 
have CB:used him ~s a result of p~ev-ious experience are re-
--- . 
----·-spons1 ble for his !,e·ga~9-_1-rig __ Jim.'-s attempt- to~ j_ustify his 
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Pat.na deserti_o·n w1 t-h· ambi va~~nt feelings.· · On ~ttie . one ha.rid · --.- ·-----: ... --
.,. 
/ 
. . 
Marlow sees 1t· as a. fee9le rationalizati~n. while on the 
oth~r he respec~s it as a powerful h·uman tendency_. ·Marlow's 
ironic tone shows up again during Jim's tale, for he explains 
. 
how Jim's imagination, the source of his dreams, . car·ries him 
"into the fanciful re_alm· of recklessly ~eroic· aspirations" 
so that he appears to capture for the moment·an imagined sue-
• < ~ ,.. 
cess. Marlow constantly attempts to· force Jim to see the 
....:. .... ~-·· ... 
•..;, 
. . 
truth of hi-s desf:irtion, out .Jim_!-S--Conception of what. he· could-
have done blinds him to. the real ·Consequence of his actions. 
In fact, what startl·es Marlow about him is the wayrhe persists 
• ·1.: 
with resolute strength·in holding to his own convictions ih 
his case. Consequently, Marlow explains how he is actually 
being swayed by the magnetic ~orce of Jim's beliefs: 
l 
' 
( 
• ., 
He wanted an ally, a helper, an accomphce. 
I felt the risk I ran· of being circumvented, 
blinded, dec·oyed, bullied perhaps, _in_to 
taking a definite part in a dispute impossible 
of decision if one had to be fair to all the 
phantoms in possession ••• I can't explain to 
you who haven't seen him and who hear his words 
only at second hand the mixed nature of my 
. feelings (69). ~ ~ 
Marlo~~knows that Jim failed to honor the tradition-of the 
seaman's craf·t, yet he sympathizes with Jim because he is 
beginning to realize how much a·victim Jim is of his-~m-
a.ginative powers. At this point he.repeats theQphrase-"he 
. was one• of us;" as if to- imply that he could not very well-
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. . ignore the.-probleni·which confronted him. ·rn· fact, he ~"ev~n · 
'I 
follows up his comment with an 1roriic passa.g~ in whi·ch he 
I 
appears.to be patting himself on the b~ck for having taken 
an interest in Jim when actually he mocks his friends for 
th~J..r inability to see real value in every human being re.._ 
gardless of whether .or not he wears "fine line.n." 
By the· time J\m arrives at the part in the telling of 
' ' 
his ~tory where he actually contemplated suicide, while the· 
,c __ ,..... • 
skipper of the Patna and nis two accomplices eyed him dis- .. ~ ~ .. 
. 
' dainfully, he has so mesmerized .Marlow that Marlow "1s .. 
· moved to make a solemn declaration of (his) readiness to be-
lieve implicitly anything (Jim) -:ttiought fit to_ tell him" ·(92). 
Because J1m needs desperately for someone to· believe in him, 
he can't J)Ut into words his reaction to Marlow's declaration: 
Marlow the narrator follows up his description of Jim's e-. . . ); '.·. ·.. '. ;." 
. ~/motic,na:lly charged ,statements . with a. sen ti mental com_mentary 
--- - -:,,..... . --- ---
.... 
\ ()n the childish illusions a young man possesses. His remarks . t 
contain a theme which he also applies to himself as a young 
man in "Youth," ~nd which, therefore suggest ____ a relationship 
between the old ·~arlow and the young one: 
He was La youngster of the sort you ·11ke to 
see about you; of the sort you lik~ to im-
agine yourself to have been; of the sort whose 
appearance claims the fellowship of these il- · luslons you had thought gone out, extinct, cold, 
and which, as if rekindled at the approach of 
another flame, give a flutter, deep·, deep· down 
somewhere. give a flutter of light. ~. ·· of heat! ••• (93}·. 
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· He may be recalling his own YOUthruf- d:r-eatiis ~f conque!'ing the. 
I 
-· -----"'-·· 
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-- • • • II 
sea, defying the elements, claiming the E~st for his own, ·but· 
the· tragi~ realities of exis,tence have conspired to dres troy . 
those heroic illusions; _thus, ·he adds, ·"In no ·other kind of 
. ' life is the illusi·on more wide of reality--in no other is 
I.._ 
the beginning all ,illus ion-~-the disenchantment more swift-~ 
· the subjugation more complete" {93-4) • Furthermore, by 
alluding to the idea that Jim's appearance calls forth.th6se 
illusions which are shared~by every seaman, Marlow echoes the 
recurring phrase "he was one of us." Once again he dwells 
on. thc;,se · ideals or virtues manlf-est in Jim's behavior which 
a.re so essential to maintaining the fellowship of. the craft. 
Once again_he seems to justify his pity for Jim. 
Before Marlow cotQpletes his description of his ·s·ec.ond 
meeting with Jim, he brings into view an illuminating dia-
logue he had.with the French lieutenant who had boarded the 
\ 
e.tna and had s~ayed on board u;ntil she was ~af-ely docked. 
L=~====~====c;;======~=-.... __ . 
This patriotic Frenchman~a~rfrr~-e~r~s~~~~M=-$.et ... _arr~t11.~.r _v~e~ '2,[ 
:~ 
Jim. According to him, man is born a coward·~ and therefore 
. there exists a point for every.man at which fear will become 
a ·dominant factor 1n determining his act-1.ons. What e.nab-les 
·man to overcome his cowardly instincts 1S"hab1.t--habi t--nec-
essi ty--do you see?--the eye of others--voila" (106). When 
.. 
Marlow explains·to him that Jim hai neither developed the 
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' I habit of acting c~urage-0Us1Y nOr · hed obserVed th~ good • ••- ,'_. -· '. ~-, · -
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' 
-example ·of· others_ when he jumped •... tbe. lieutenant re piles 
_ ·. that man. c~n probably live w1t.h ~he_ idea that. some.thing 
outside· of himself make·s him brave, but h.ow he can 
survive without honor, reoogn-1 t1on fr~m hisc fellow man is 
"" · f~or him an unanswerable question because he knows n·o.thing ·· _· 
. , 
. 
. .
---------~ 
of it. According to Dorothy--Van Ghe.nt, Marlow probably 
implies in_his presentation of the French lieutenant's concise 
view of Jim that "the French lieutenant's .unconscious heroism 
./ 
. 
, 1s the ·heroism that Jim has made a conscious ideal."28 In 
other words, the Frenchman's remaining on board the seriously 
.. 
•,*' 
--------------:---,-~--»1 damage·a ___ Pat-ria--for thirt-y tiours until she reached port is an 
• 
~ 
-act of heroism, evidently one of many whicl\ he has performed 
out of habit 1n his lifetime, but the sort which Jim hopes 
desperately to perform when and if he gets the chance. It 
1s another effective irony of ·Marlow's that what for Jim 
' 
\ 
. . 
~eems unattainable, for the French lieutenant is simple hab-t 
_ 1 t. This lnterpr~tati-0n of the old man's dialogue wl th Mar-
. -ow =gtves=crelt~nuue-·-~~tt,-~·~ onrac1-~-s······owrr~~ttt~gffo si;s=o f J 1=ui, namely 
that he suffers from an '·'acute consciousness of lost honor. n29 
--~------·---- - ---------· .. . ---- - ·--------1----------------------------- ·-
S--------~----------------- ·-Ye.t, neither the interpretation by .Oorothy Van Ghent nor the 
,, 
.diagnos.i-s by Conrad take into account----all. aspects of Jim's 
-~problem, because Marlow continues to ~study Jim: and consult: 
___ '~---· ____ other characters about h1m. 
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After relat.ing his conversa.ti~n wi th<.the Fre~ch i1eute·n-.. 
. .-
_,~:·:'· ant, ·Mar.low then1 picks up the conc~usion of. his _conversati9fi. 
· with ·Jim -at the Malabar Hous~_._ · .This scene not only· shows · 
. . 
·-,how he tries to help Jim- but·also gives further evidence of 
his active role .. in the novel. Since he knows that i.n the 
eyes of -the .c_ommunltf of me·n Jim is guilty-, he. tries to in-. ,_ 
fluence Jim's life by putting to him Brierly's plan of es-
cape. Thus,-· he explains to Jim about the rupees and the 
possibility of a job in order to spare him "the mere detail 
. 
-
-
. / 
of a formal execution'' ( 110), which he anticipates from the 
Court. However, Jlm rejeets the idea, because he cannot 
stand to compound his crime .by r~nning away. Marlow is at 
' . 
first angry with Jim for 'denouncing the plan and then is 
I•, 
11 terally-- sha.lcen when Jim re·marks, "But after all, ·it is 
" my ~ro~ble'' (111). Marlow's plan backfires, because by 
. 
. ~ 
comm1-tting an immoral act to help Jim, he. not only causes 
\ 
~im to lose_ confidence fh· hims .. elf but also causes Jim to 
doubt Marlow's bellef in him. 
Before Marlow relates the thi'rd and -cll,ma_ctic scene in-
' -;-
. ·7 
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.·valving Jim. and--himself, he explains that he attends the 
Court .of: Inquiry·, s final session where he sees. Jim orma.lly 
punished by his own community {symbolized by ttie thee assess-
. 
- . 
ors). Jim's- seaman's certificate is cancelled. Later,.out-
.. 
side th~- buildlng, Marlow is ~pproached by 9heste~, a sinister 
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---------_~-·. ·,....-,--_ ·~~-,fest Aust.ralian, ·who· offers him yet another view· of Jim, . 
bu·t· who also classifies Marlow as a.n ··idealist •. · He tel.is 
Q 
~-----M·arlow that Jim isn} t worth a damn anymore, primarily ·...t,ecause 
"he takes (his_· failure) to heart" (116) •. If he could. see 
.. thi..,ngs exactly as.they are, he would accept it ... It is 1n 
" 
react·ion to Marlow's vehement protest that Chester classifies - . . 
him as I1aving an· i1Daginative. ·sou1·~)11ke Jim's: "; •• you are like 
.• 
.the rest of them. Too much ln the clouds." ( 121). This comment 
. 
not only 11nks Marlow to Jim and· any other ma_n- who has faith 
.. 71 
' . 
., ........ , . 
in heroic ideals born of the imagination but also gives us: 
---
an indication of why Marlow would best understand Jim's .. 
dilemma. Furthermore, Chest~r belongs to a group of secondary 
figures who, in helping to define Jim's personality, also glve 
, shape to Marlow's. 
• 
In their third meeting, a climactic scene, Marlow act-
uallY gives evidence of being what -Thomas Moser calls a 
Perceptive hero.JO Realizing that Jim has suffered through ~ 
~ a terrible ordeal, that he is expe·riencing a terrifying lone-
liness, and that he has contact with mankind only thr,ough 
~-~------MM-aarr"lloowW,, Mailow~e~deavors·- t~ h~1p J-~m-~c~ the_ !'!6Cf3SiJt1es cif 
living by writing letters to friends asking them if ~hey cari 
, 
find use for a worthwhile young man. However, wh11~.-·_Marlow _ 
( 
. 
writes to th~ rhythmical sway of his solitary candle flame, 
•; ~ Jim seems to undergo a process of self-purgation. He .stands \, 
at the brink of an ugly storm with his face to the darkness 
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. > and his back -t.oward ·.the 1-igl:lt .-
' . 
I' , , 
The candle ·light which· 
. 
. . . " . 
. 
. 
--- .. ~ 
.I 
·. touches J·im's back and which makes· it possible .for··I1arlow 
,- ' . 
;. -
. ... - - ; ..... 
to write letters that could help Jim, symbolizes· h-ope, - ------- --- • ---- (T 
, . 
'. 
knowledge, and life. Ori the other hand, the darkness which 
Jim faces suggests empti;ness, ·isolation, and death. · The· f· 
, 
· electrifying storm reflects the powerful internal tensions 
and depressions of Jim's tortured consCipusness. At.fi~st 
.. . 
. . Jim contemplates the darkness or possl.·ble suicide; he is 
-
" ••• a swimmer fighting for his life'' .(1;0). -" ..:_, .. Through this 
' ordeal Marlow cautiously pleads with Jim to accept his help, 
.. 
. because he senses acutely Jim's despair. He even ·cries 
out emphatically, "I am trusting you •.• I make myself 
unreservedly responsible for you" (132). Finally, Jim ,realiz.es-
the significance of Marlow's words. He suddenly knows that 
Marlow believes in him enough to want him to live, and that 
in itself gives Jim the confidence which he badly ne~ds. 
\ . 
~1th Jim's sudden epiphany the rains pass away and " ••• his I 
' 
" 
4 
face after a while .seemed suffused by a reflection of a soft 
light as if t·he dawn had broken" ( 1J2). As for Marlow, th.ough 
~ 
. 
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,, , . 
he believes in Jim's dream, he has his_dou~a-bout the_ ... -
- --- - . - -·-- --- ·--· 
possl b.111 ty of Jim's beginning again w1 th "a. clean slate."· 
-Consequent~y. he concludes his description df the thirdB 
~ 
mee'ting with a brtef, resigned s~lf-evaluation which :rev·e~·ls 
a permanent skepticism: 
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·But'-·1:1s t:o me, left alon~ wlth.-the solitary· 
candle, I remained strangely un~nlightened. 
-r was· no longer young enough to behold at ~every·:· turn the ~agnificence that besets our insig-
nificant footsteps in good and evil. I smiled 
-to think that, a.f ter all, it was yet he, of us two, who had the light. And I fe_).t sad. A 
clean slate, did he say? As -if the initial 
word of each our destiny were· not graven in impertshable characters upon the face of a 
rock (133). 
--
' - . 
. ' 
·~··· ·~{ ; :' 
Thus. in .this crucial scene we discover that Marlow does, 
in fact, act by writing letters to all kinds of friends, that 
he does, therefore, influence another character's· course of 
action, and that he conveys to Jim a strong belief--a belief 
which not only persuades Jim to take his help but which also 
gives Jim the sorely needed strength to overcome his despair. 
Furthermore, ~ becoming intimately involved with Jim, Marlow· 
app~ars to become more bewildered by the nebulous void of man's 
imagination~ When he considers how Jlm has su,rvived not only 
. 
. his ignoble crime but·also h1s punishment for it~ ·he· tend~ 
\ 
c, • " 
to see imagination as a necessary saving grace for DUl11 S weak 
' 
nature; but when he considers how imagination has alienated 
·, 
\ 
' 
.. 
~ J1.m from his fellow man and created in him suicidal tendencies., 
~~---------
--- --·- -
then he sees 1 t as n·tne- --enemy of men, the father of all terrors" 
.11· ,1 
(11) •. In other·'words,.Marlow tends to view it as both a creative 
and destructive force. 
r 
In the next several chapters of the novel Mar.low describes 
.. <j,. Jim's life under 1 ts new conditions. A letter from Jim •·s first 
----- ----- - employer gives Marlow a tremendous moral boost, but 'the eJa tion -
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.and without· ~ercy t.hro~gh ·f.1ve different· employers--from, 
'Egstro~ ,and Blake ____ t_o-·De·Jongh., by the unforgettable event \ 
in his past. life. From h1s·conversat1on with each of these 
' . 
employers, Marlow· 1earns that Jim is extremely cap.able •. 
·though strangely isolated, in doing h1sv assigned tasks. 
However, much to· their dismay,' something always pops up 
which causes Jim to depart suddenly. Of course, Marlow 
.realizes soon enough that no matter-where Jim finds a po-
' ' tential home the shadow of his past turns up unexpectedly. 
·'Wnether it·is 1n the form of the deranged second engineer. 
of the Patna or in the form of gossip, forcing Jim to move 
on--"to retreat." Consequently, Marlow finds himself apol- · 
\'·, 
r og1z1ng to his various, influential friends because his recom-
mendations are betraye~-··. by Jim. At another level it is possible 
that he is apologizing to his fellow man for the consequences \ 
~ 
_ff a powerful imagination, which he is trying to comprehend • 
. If, from }11s last conversation with Jim, he feels that imag-
ination exists as a terribly ambiguous fqrce 1n that it has 
. . . 
realize the heroic dreams which it has created for him, then 
we can understand why Marlow apologizes for it. Furthermore, 
\ 
' 
. 
Marlow even implies that Jim's imaginative conscience is re-
sponsible for hi~ 1nab111t.y to stay put. "I don't know how ~, 
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; .. life,-~I was -kept ·too .. busy in getting ·him· something to d.o-- that • J .. - '*. 
· ·,ould keep body and·· soul together·---but I am pret.t.Y certain ht·s ·· .  . 
adventuro.us facy was suffering all the pangs of. starvation". (109). 
. . _) . . .. 
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Since matters are growing wo·rse steadily, Marlow consul ts 
.. 
the wealthy and respected merchant Stein in a·final· a~tempt.to 
help Jim and also to find some clues to his own searching-s: , "I 
•• ~considered him an eminently suitable person to receive my· 
confidence a·bout Jim's difr1c~lties as well as my ownn (146). 
· Stein's functions in the tale-have been examined by 
several cr1 tics; however, we are concerned wl th how he affect.a 
Mariow.Jl What Marlow probably implies in this scene is that 
Stein's philosophtc vision has exposed him to the most profound 
view of Jim's romantic conscience. After Marlow relates every-
thing he knows about Jim's baffling case, Stein remarks very 
succinctly, "I ·understand very well. He 1s romantic" (152). 
--·· .._ 
The diagnosis appears so simple to Marlow that at first he is 
\ 
qut·te startled. His in1 t1a.1 reaction is understandable, 
' 
•':I ··, 
~: 
though, since Marlow, being so deeply involved in Jim's p~oblem" 
'-
would have difficulty defining it. Bub-as Stein continues to 
~~~---~-~-~rfi~~-~-t~-~~~~~~~~;;;~~~-
•'.~ 
<' 
•. 
.. 
1n paradoxes which, while they open up to Marlow an expanded 
<5' 
view of Jim's nature, certainly resist easy definition. For 
example,-at one point in th,ei?r conversation Stein contrasts the 
• 
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. . . . . \. ·. · .. :\· .•' insect. wl11oh· he collects as a hobby. · Whereas t:he- butterfly -- · -· ·· . 
' ' 
- · ·r~_nds_ a place · ( a heap of dirt) and is content to occupy .. ·1 t ,_-
-the romantic is forever shifting positions: "He wants to be 
a saint~ and he -ants to be a devil--and every time he shuts 
his eyes hEt see.a himself as a very fine fellow--so fine as 
.. 
he can never be ••• In a dream ••• " ( 153). This problem becomes . .... . 
critical when the romantic realizes that there exists a wide 
disparity between the idealized conoep_tlon of himself and his. 
actual ·self, because he has to learn how to survive with this 
truth. Stein· sums up h1s commentary on the roman;tic con-
science with the following much quoted paradox: 
\ 
A man that is born falls into a dream like a 
man who falls into the sea. If he tries to 
climb out into the air as ipexperienced 
people endeavor to do, he drownso •• The way 
is to the destr_ucti ve ·element submit your-. 
self, and wlth the exertions of your hands 
and feet in the wat.er make the deep, deep 
sea keep you up. So if you ask me--how to 
be? ( 153). · 
Df there 1s-- some truth to· the idea that Marlow, whose ·\own 
life gives evidence of h1s having had to reconcile an imag-
inative nature with the indifferent and unpredictable forces 
' . 
' ., .... 
• 
-------- ft. ~ 1--~~~~·--;1~n life which seem to conspire against it, is trying to finally 
- . 
come to ~1ps with that nature by studying Jim, then it appears 
. likely ~hat Stein's "dream" represents man's idealized con-
ception of his own personality which he secretly set·s up for 
himself. Rather, he should submit to it and by positive action 
_ _., .. 
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added appeal to this interpretation. 
'/ 
/ 
/, Now, Stein's ,deceptively simple paradox--at one~ 11-
lum1nating and ob~cure--provokes in Marlow an ambivalent 
response. For though he acknowledges Stein's unfaltering 
conviction in man's tendency to set up for himself an idealized 
vision ·of his own personality, he feel.s doubtful about the 
hope which fo-11owing it will bring· to man's life: 
. 
Y·et for all that the great plain on which men 
wander amongst graves and pitfalls remained 
very desolate under the impalpable poesy of 
its crepuscular light, overshadowed in the 
centre, circled with a bright edge as if 
surrounded by an abyss full of flames (154). 
As the two men glide through uninhabited dark rooms amidst 
·gleams of light from Stein's two-branched candlestick to the 
place where Marlow will sleep for the night, ~tein tr~e~·to 
convince Marlow that Jim is truly a romantic. When St~in 
~. 
~$ks him what it is that makes Jim exist for them if it is 
, 
nlot his heroic dreams which his imagination has created, Mar-
low. suddenly appears 'to' envis.ion Jim's esse-ntial na ture·--not 
the superfic1a_l one whbh. t_be f_lickerings of candlelight enable 
them to see--but the rearLone whi-ch exists in mysterious dark-
ness and which seems to be respons~ble for Jim's strange be-
. ,. 
-- -
havior: 
-. 
At· that moment it was d_ifficult to believe 
1n· Jim's existence~-st~rting from a country par-
-:-~--.. ·------·---~ ~_on_age, b-lurred by crowds of me.n as by clouds of 
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'dust, sl_lenced by the ··clash1,.p.g' clai~.-
of life· and ·death in a mater1a·1 world--
but his imperishable reality came to me with 
a convir).c ing p with· an irre_s1st ible force! 
I saw it vividly, as though in our progress. 
;through the lofty silent rooms amongst fleeti·ng .. 
gleams of ·light and, the sudden revelations 
of human figures stealing with flickering . 
flames within unfathomable_:f'" and pellucid depths, · 
we had approached nearer to absolute Truth, 
which, like Beauty itself, floats elusive, ob-
scure, half submerged in the silent still waters 
of mystery" (155). 
Marlow finally concedes that perhaps Jim is, afte~ all~ a 
romantic, but qualifies that concession with a wry, ironic 
----~augh which makes us w.onder if Marlow really does believe \ 
'.. ·s.,. 
anything. 
Eventually Marlow and Stein emerge,from the depth of 
\ 
.... ' 
their own thoughts to the familiar world, where Stein suggests 
a practical solution. He feels that since Jim is an incurable 
"' 
romantic, he needs another chance to realize his dream. 
That second chance is Patusan, a remote district in- the 
\ 
.tt.rchipelago where Ste.in ·has a trading post. 
Before Marlow relates this final ph~se of Jim's existenc~, 
he recapitulates what he has learned about Jim's romantic ~ 
. 
nature and implies that Jim's nature affe-cts all of us~. The 
essence of that summary is contained in the following reflection 
·by Marlow: 
- 4 I was going home, and he had come to me from 
there, with his miserable t_rouble and his· 
shadowy claim, like a man pantin_g under a 
b_urden in a mist. I cannot say I had my last 
-------·-------------~~~----------view of him; but it seemed to me that the less· 
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I. understood· tne more. I was bound to him ln. the ·>:~ .· .. ~;.---.... 
name of tha_t doubt which is the inseparable 
part of our knowledge. I did not ~ow· so ·much 
more about myself (159). 
,-<.' 
~ '. 
From his conversation with the French: lie.uteriant Marlow ·learns 
... 
that Jim's "-m1s·erable · trouble" could·· have stemmed from the 
"·a.cute consciousness of lost honor.':' · From his c·onversations 
".....- . 
with Jim and Stein he learns .that J.im' s "s·hadowy claim~ has 
its source in his romantic·consciehce which causes him to 
-
dwell on the heroic pos.s1bil1ties he missed when he ·Jumped 
as well as to suffer for· knowing that he failed ·in his job. 
Both Jim's "miserable trouble" and his "shadowy· claim" 
gai.n their· impact and signific~nce_ when they are associated 
. 
'r 
w1 th the .enigma.tic phrase "he was one of usu," which Marlow 
also repeats in his summary. At first when Marlow uses this 
phrase he wants to show how Jim's appearance indicates that_ 
he is,worth pursuing. However, now that we have some idea 
about what is responsible for J1~'s behavior both from all 
t 
!he characters whom Marlow has. interviewed and from whatne 
has told us himself, we realize why Marlow calls him Lord Jim. 
Because of his extremely. romantic c_opscience, Jim constantly 
f',. 
envisions himself as a perfect being. He sees himself as a 
·,,.:11: f/,•.t 
If 
·.. • I 
--- I 
~ SJ)d. Yet, hts human frail ties ( the Pat·na desertion) keep him 
from realizing his state of perfection. The dilemma resulting 
" 
from his. tremendous inner struggle accumulates so much power 
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··and achievEfEf-such·magn_itude that it .stands to- a.ffect"ma.nk1nd 1·s --- ... 
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conc~ption of itself."~- In other words-.-- everyone who knows 
·or Ji:n;t or comes in contact with him becomes com.mrtted 'to· his 
struggle in one.way or another--e.g. Brierly, the French 
... 
lieutenant, Stein., and Marlow.· Since Jim is -"one of us" he 
has to reconcile his coriscious self with his unrealized 
1dent1 ty so that he can take "his humble place in the- ranks" 
"" 
of men. If he doesn't, every civilized human being faces the 
tragic possibility of losing whatever notions bind him to 
his fellow human being. 
Marlow the narrator also reveals ln his summary through 
his ironic tone that he has a romantic conseience which is 
'· objectified by his studying Jim's. For instance, when he 
remarks that Jim's romantic nature is respons-i ble for his not 
wanting to return home, he also comments with irony, "As to 
me,, I have no im.agination (I would be more certain about him 
4 i. 
" 
today, if I had) ••• (160). Several passages later he_ remarks, 
\ 
t1but I also mistrusted my want of imagination" {161). How-.-~ 
ever, "Youth" and "Heart of Darkness," wh,ich imply that Marlow 
the protagonist has a romant 1c soul·,· qualify these comments. 
IY 
In .. Lord Jim Marlow's knowledge of his own ~omantic nature 1-s 
I! 
what enables him to f1nd so much density and substance in Jim's. 
This romantic nature -ais·o makes h1,in sympathetic toward Jim and 
makes him the one person who can really communicate with the 
reticent youth. - Finally, at the end of his summary the nar-
·ra.tor. purpoSe!Y accuses hi_s 11ste11.ers o_f_ l .. acking ima.g:1-nation,_. 
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of having no illus ions 1n order to be safe a-rid secure, yet . ~ . 
. 
. his mocking ironic tone suggests that he' is. not ·llke-- -t-hem·------- · 
.. 
. 
at all in this respect. Conse.quently, Marlow's. own imaginative 
soul compels him to pursue Jim, because he has to know 
how jim will operate in Patusan. 
, 
. ~ Even though Jim takes up. a new life in Patusan, Marlow 
. f 
-
continues to sea-1,ch '[.or definite insights into Jim's romantic 
.. 
nature both from wha.t he observes f·rom his own visit ·to that 
Eastern land and from what he is able to gather from others. 
That Jim recedes into t~e background in th~s section _of· the 
. 
. 
novel gives US 6 further evidence of Marlow's s ig11if icance_ in 
the novel. Marlow remains constantly in focus in the Patusan 
-section-. Whatever hap:gens to J1m·comes to us through Marlow, 
~· ...... ---··· 
and it is he who confronts Jewel, Cornelius, and Brown in order. 
to gain more knowledge about Jim and what he symbolizes. 
Two years having elapsed since Jim departed for Patusan, 
\ 4 
~arlow decides to visit him to· find out if he has really ~ . 
mastered his fate, if he has really found peace with his 
romantic conscience. While there, he -1-earns from Jim how he 
came to be v1~tual ruler of the;land, how he earned the right 
.. to be received "into the heart of -the community," and, in effect, 
how he apparently realized his dream. Actually, Jim has a . 
-
couple of advantages: he has Stein's r~commendation, and Jim 
is superior to the, Patusan natives because he ls a white men. 
-
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--·-knight •. 33 -. . As a result, Marlow is willing to admit that J1m -----
I 
1 ( 
.. - ·has achieved ~eatness, that "he seems to come very near ·at 
last to mastering his .fate"· (197). 
Marlow recalls that during his visi't to Pa,tusan he w.as 
. 
. also·· confronted by two s~c-ondary figures who, having percei yed 
Jim's vulnerab111 ty, test.ed Marlow for different reasons and, 
consequently, caused him to wonder a.bout Jim's security. The 
young, beautiful.Jewel, Jim.'s loyal girl, manages to catch 
Marlow when he least expects· it. In_ a· tense, emoti·onal scene 
Marlow discovers that a terrifying fear in Jewel compels her 
\ to sec:ure from.him some kind of assurance that Jim will not 
-
,a~bandon her, as her father did her mother. By seeking this 
assurance, Jewel unknowingly tests Marlow's belief in Jim and, 
consequently, in the imagination. As a result., Marlow finds 
himself forced to assert once again ~his faith in Jim: 
\ 
. , 
t 
Why should she fear?. She k~ew him to be. strong, true, wise, brave.· He was all that. Certainly. He- was moreo He was great--lnvincible--and the 
world did not want him, it had forgotten him, it 
would not know him (228). 
Just when he appears to have subdued her fear, she demands to 
- . ~-... - . know why no one from the white community wants him. In a 
moment· of fury he lashes out at her, "Because he is. not good 
., 
enough~~ Yet even though he reiterates what Jim told her 
previously, she refuses to believe lt: "You lie," she screams 
(229). Marlow tries to wrestle with fear itself and emerges 
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physical paih. It is significant that onoe before ·Marl.ow 
was confronted wi·th the -·task of. deceiving a woman for· the 
' . sa-ke of keeping her illusion of her love intact. Marlow 11ed 
-to· Kur~z 's· Intended by telling her what ·she most wanted to hear, 
and the deception worked. With Jewel, however, the pat'tern 
is reversed. At first Marlow attempts to allay her fear by 
assuring her of Jim's trustworthiness_ When that doesn't 
satisf,y her, he blurts out. the real reason why she doesn't . 
need to .worry ab-out- Jim's leaving· her. The irony here is that 
she refuses. t9 accept the truth. Her refusal to believe· not 
oµly Jim but also Marlow confuses~ ~_1m~ Now as he looks back 
on that scene he comnients on his uncertainty about the whole 
affair: "As to myself, I do not know whether 1 t be just, . . ----· 
proper, ·decent for me to, re Joice or t.o be sorry. For my part, 
I cannot say what I believed--indeed I don't know to this day, .i. 
a~d never shall prob.a~ly" (2JO). 
! Not long after Marlow experiences his trying ,confrontation 
with Jewel, he encounters the contemptie-le Cornelius, a syco-
' ' 
phant. who resembles in his despicable opportunistic ways the 
·we~t Austra·11an Chester. Like ·Chester, he attempts to persuade 
... Marlow to intercede with Jim in his .. favor, his primary motive 
_being that he was~ Ste.in' s first loyal servant in Patusan but_ 
that owipg to serious misfortunes and the deceitfulness of his 
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oon~equently, Marlow empha.·t.1ca·11y tells him· to go to the .. 
devil. Regard·less of Cornelius' repug~arit scheme, Marlow 
-~does discover· that Cornelius· see·s". Jim as· " ••• no more than a. 
I little ohi.ld" who "throws dust into everybody's eyes':' (234-35.). 
He even accuses Marlow of being mesmerized by Jim, which comes 
to us· as a really perceptive obse·rvation. . That C·ornelius 
• represents an anarchic force with the potential for destroying 
Jtm gives Marlow seriou_s cause. to· doubt Jim's sec~r1 ty, even . 
. 
. 
though he will not admit it. But ·what especially concerns -us 
is that he throws doubt on whatever faith Marlow has in Jim's 
imaginative nature in its new surroundings. 
- . 
. 
·Thus Jewel, who loves Jim, and Cornelius, who hates Jim, 
present Marlow with two more views of Jim's nature. In ~oing 
so, they add more doubt to Marlow's skep~ical view of Jim's 
imagination as a saving grace, 
-There exists still further evidence ·in the Patusan section \ 
6( the novel that supports Marlow's role as a significant 
character, who continuously searches for knowledge of-his own 
. identity and for meaning in life~- · As Marlow ·departs from 
Patusan, after~ having stayed four weeks there, he is accom-
. <"ii 
-panied on~the first stage of his jburne~ back to the civilized· 
world by Jim •. In their final intimate conversati'on, Marlow 
listens to Jim explain how he has made the_ most of the oppor-
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tunity 1Ilade possible. by Ste~n ·ang. Ma·rlow_, so ___ that he .has re-- ---------------.. --·-
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gained confidence in himself as a man. And although .Jim 
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.. real:izes clearly the difference between his· present commun1 ty 
and the· one from which he retreated, still he can accept the 
,• 
fact a.nd make the m.ost of 1 t. In this respect. Marlow .feels 
.. -~ 
.· .. , 
" 
relieved·, because al though he feels deeply sym-pathetic with 
Jim's dif.f icul ties, he has ·always maintained ambivalent · 
feelings toward Jim's abi 11 ty ··to survive with his strong roman-
tic- conscience. However, aside from his dialogue with Jim, 
it is Marlo~ who reacts to the Patusan environment,· who·· 
rejoices at his going back to his own community, and who·se 
elated condition makes Jim's Etrikingly tragic by contrast. 
The narrator recalls his emotional state .as he and Jim travelled 
~ 
down river toward the wide expanse of the· sea: 
. \ 
, 
I breathed deeply, I revelled in.the vastness 
of the opened horizon, in the different atmosphere 
that seemed to vibrate with a toil of life, with the 
energy of an impeccable world. This sky and this 
sea were open to me. The girl was right--there was 
a sign, a call in them--somethlng to which I 
respond~d with every fibre of my being. I let my 
eyes roam through spacea like a man released from bonds who stretches his cramped limbs, runs, leaps, 
responds to the inspiring elation of) freedom. "This is glorious" 1 I cried 9 and then I looked at the 
sinner by my side.· He sat with his head sunk on·h1s breast and·sald 'Yesp 9 without raising his eyesi· as if afraid to see writ larg& on the clear sky of the 
offing the reproach of his romantic conscienc~ 1 (238)~ 
, .. 
Marlow journeys deep into Jim's eastern world to learn for him-
. self whether or not Jim finds peace with hi~. roma,ntic con-
science. The j·ourney has not been without 1 ts share of 
·· _amb1gu1 ty for Marlow; _it. }}as ·1ts gontend .. ing f or.ces. ..On---Ule---~· . .::.:=--·~_-.. -·---- ... ,~,a, .. -==-,,_,_=·· ... c.= .. .... c-c= ........~. . ... . ~- . --- .-.-. ~·:.. - -,_---._ - --------
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· ,. o·ne hand there ls the apparently .,s11:ccessful white lord--con-
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_· r1detlt ~ fea.rle·ss ~ fee·11ng as though nothing can "touc.h"~ · 
him. o·n the other hand there _is. the ·1ovely Jewel, "absorbed 
in her frightened suspicious adoration" and there is· the re-
.P.Ul.~ive Cornelius, a.n anarchic for,,ce waiting for an oppor-
' I 
- • 
... tuni t·y to destroy Jim. Then, too, there i.~ the antagonistic 
Rajah Allang an~ his band of followers who .stand _as a serious 
' 
obstacle to the wise Doramin's dream of a peaceful, united 
people. And finallj there is Patusan itself with its fissured 
., 
hl.11, whose chasm is like a "yawning grave," from which the 
moon (Jim's dream) rises "like an ascending spirit out of a 
grave •••. like the ghost of dead sunlight. uJ4 It is 1 no wonder, 
then, t-hat when Marlow the narrator asks l11s auditors whether 
Jim's opportunity is still veiled by his side, Marlow himself~ 
responds, "I don't know"(241). 
, 
The first narrato_r, who introduced Marlow at the end of 
chapter four, and who explains that two years .have elapsed 
\ 
' 
,·1nce Marlow's final meeting with Jim, now focuses on the 
' letters of Marlow, which are in the hands of the one man who 
.. 
seemed genuinely interested in Jim's case--"the privileged 
listener"" In his letters Marlow ackn-owledges the wisdom of 
this judgment of Jim's case, the essence of which is 
that Jim would not master his fate primarily because he ts 
making a sacrifice for a brown-skinned people, which is not 
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.. of an ·ethica·l progress" ·(2.4J). Since he is· :rfot r~1ght ing · 
for· his own ·kind, his ~life is meaningless and does not .-cou~t~-. 
This judgment certainly has tr·uth to· it for as Marlow's 
letters indicate, although Jim almost succeeds in atta.1~1ng 
. 
. . his self-created heroic goals, his own moral 1n~egrity and 
his-idealized conception of himself blind him from recog-
nizing anarchic forces ~(Cornelius and Brown) in the universe( •. 
' 
And once he betrays the second community he knows death is 
1nevi table, for he feels that a man cannot live in a rea.l 
world without honor. So ·he d1es.J5 However, it is also 
,·· 
. true that Jim remains in-the end faithful to himself. He 
·., 
could have saved his life and possibly es~aped once again, 
but this time he does not "leap to safety"; instead, "He 
goes away from a living woman· to celebrate his pitiless 
wedding with a shadowy ide.al- of conduct" ·(JOO). 
". 
' 
' 
In ·add1 tion, and most important for us, Marlow's epistles 
pontain his own final judgment on Jim's romantic natur~. After 
' ' 
hav1·ng analyzed Jim's case from as close an angle as possible, 
after having received a ·substantial number of other peoples' 
', 
views, and after bringing to bear on- the case all of the wisdom 
he has gained from experience with· his own imaginative nature, 
as dramatized in "Youth" and "Heart of Darkness," Marlow con-
cludes his compelling search for the ·truth of the nature of 
.... 
the romantic conscience with the surprisingly simple ktatement, 
"I affirm nothing" (244). This statement constitutes e. final ~ 
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judgment. on the nature of the romantic conscience because 
. \ 
.,, 
although he can sympathize with Jim becaus.e he understands· 
extremely ~ell how much suffering Jim's uncontrollable 
imagination has ··caused him and ·how little his difficulties 
• I ' • 
have been unde·rs.tood by his own whl te community, Marl ow does 
not know,for certain.whether or not is is better·to live · 
like Jim--true to his own code, which his imagination has.·. __ 
created--or as he himself has learned to live--with a \ ( . ' 
tempered imagination, giving adherence to fidelity, ~ol'.idarity, 
to a fixed code of conduct. The entire novel "displays with 
a bewildering. largeness of ambiguity all of (Marlow's) 
ambivalence in°. the face of an imaginative nature ••• nJ6 
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·Chance"· . .... ,,, .. 
.. ~ ..... 
. Gharles ~Ma:rlow also: appears_ as a character--narra.tor . · 
1n Conrad's apparently com,plicated and· complex;. later novel, .· 
Chance. Whether -or not this novel from Conrad's., late-r 
period defines yet another stag~ in the development .of ·the 
soul-searching Marlow is a problem which I pose fo~ some 
' interested Conradian disciple. However, there does seem 
to be ~nough textual and critical evidence t·o suggest that 
I • 
Chance does not define a stage in Marlow's life because there,~ 
he· bears little resemblance to the Marlow of the earlier tales.-
'l>-For example, there is t·he matter of chronology. "Youth," 
"Heart of Darkness," and Lord Ji.m were written in the -.relatively 
'4 
short period of two years. That they were bound so closely 
:l 
together gives impetus to the idea that the same Marlow 
exists 1n all three of them. However, Chance wasn't written 
· until approximately t_hirteen years after Lord Jim, alt.hough 
the novel might have originated about six years before its t . 
se~ialization as a short'tale called "Dynamite" or "Explosives. ;,37 _.,., .. 
This ~<>n.iparatively_ long pe.riod of hibernation by Marlow of -··· 
1 tself can accoun.t for the radical ch~nge which occurs in 
·- ,, . - .: ... -.-,.-- . ..: --·--, -··-·- .... ' -······-·-····· . 
. -
- h!s personali.ty. It does seem unlikely that Conrad could . -
. 
b·ring back to life the same intense soul of the earlier ·tales, 
because his powers as an artist were considerably diminished 
by then. 
There is also the ma.tter of the· novel's structure •. ·rt·. 
--· ·- -- appears as though this novel discloses most of the chara-cter1st1cs 
,: 
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-·or · structure. _w-hich we praise tn ·· the thre.~--- earlier tales. . . 
, I. -
. 
. 
Yet ·a closer look~ at -these resemblances show· that· t.hey are . 
more·apparent then real. To be sure Corir~d employs the un-
, -
. 
. --1 dent if i ed narrator. However, for the most part he is now· 
called "!"·and he.lacks both the drama.tic ·1n·tensity and the 
richness of language which ch·aracterlze him in the other. tales. 
. . *! • 
At one point iri the first chapter he relates how he gave 
impetus to a conversation which Mar,low was carrying on with .. -~ 
the new acqua1ntanoe:; 
) 
Th~n there was a paus.e. Our new acquaintance had 
become involved in a vexatious difficulty with 
his pipe; which had suddenly betrayed his trust 
and disa,pointed his anticipation of self-indul-
gence. To keep the ball rolling r·asked Mftrlow 
· if this Powell was remarkable in a~_y way. 3 ·. 
Not only does this pSissa.ge reveal a.n art if lcial language·, but. 
, 
is. ·also suggests that he is bored .. with his tas·k. Furthermore, 
the pe9ple who gather for·the usual dinner do not resemble 
r > 
\he familiar group of men we are accustomed to sitting with. 
' . 
• We will recall that in· tne earlier stories the select comrades 
of -Mar-low are connected in some way with the s~a (this ·is 
questionable in Lord Jim) and therefore are aptly suited to 
grasp his tale_. They are also an essential part of the frame-. 
,. 
work of these stories. In this novel, except for the first 
'\,:i 
narratpr· called "I'' and Marlow, the only other member of the 
group is the new acquaintance who turns out to be a Mr. Powell. 
These several men are_part·or a campfire image whiGh only 
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sucq.eeds in being cl-umsy ,.· confustng, and superfluo~s •.. At 
first we are led to. expect a retrospective account of Powell 'a 
. . . 
. 
.. 
. . 
life, but this is not the case, because Marlow, ln,stead, inter-.. 
pre-ts for us t~·e melo4ramatic love story. of an app~rent·l,Y 
. '. helpless, sensitive, young creature by'the name of Flora 
• 
deBart·al, whose life seems to be governed largely by_ chanoe. 
Furtherm.ore, we don't know for a time whether we are observing 
.- .. one or two men by .the name of Powell, and when we finally do, 
we also realize that.the Mr. Powell who is the new acquaintance· 
can be disposed of as extraneous material. Finally, neither 
.the original· "I" nor the sign1f-1cant Mr. Powell, who eventually 
marrie·s Flora, demonstrai-es-.a p~rsona.l involvement~ that ls sus-
-· tained through the novel. Mr. Powell ultimately gets involved 
.. 
but does not comprehend what he sees. 39 _Thµs, the first nar- , 
rator, the new immediate audience, and the entire dinner-frame 
have changed radically, so that they do not in all probabi~ity \ 
~rt as structural character1st1cs designed specifically to link 
\.., 
Chance with the other tales. '( 
.. . . ·- .. The most· convincing ev1de-nce of Mariow' s new identity ·1s, 
I . 
of course, Marlow himself. The~ ironic tone of his. voice, while-
it may resemble the tone of the earlier stories, does not contain 
' 
I its.quality. Marlow has to keep reminding l1s -t~a:t ·what· he· is 
~ 
saying 1s ironic. For example, he informs us that his com-
ments to Mrs. Fyne are ridicule or mockery,_ and he speaks of 
(c 
'_'my ·Chafflng. tiumour." He feels. co.mpe-lled· to laugh when he 
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. hears of· ·Fy.ne 's d~sh down the hotel· staircase· to .prev~nt Flo~a·, 
·who has just bee·n terrorized by' the departing governess, f·rom 
harming herself, because he knew that Fyne was· anything but -~ 
. . 
. heroic. He can't ·help feeling that there is something comic 
a.bout Flora waiting anxiously outside the h9tel to find out 
if Fyne can dissuade Anthony from marrying her. F·inally, 
Marlow refrains from " ••• a. most improper fit of laughter" when· 
Flora tells him how-Anthony saved her from attempting suicide 
the night she ·1eft the Fyne's house. What Marlow's ironic 
tone seems to reveal is t·ha t he . is out of touch with the 
story he recounts; as a result, he says things which.~re in-
appropriate.40 
. " -
His manner has become urbane, polite, jocular, chatty, 
feminine, and vulgarly '11 terary. ' His language lacks rich-
ness and force; in fact, his powers of speech and analysis 
( 
··-- .. 
are so weakened that Conrad feels obliged to apologize for his 
\ 
•loquent s11mmary of deBarral ("'You seem to have studied the 
' 
m&n,' ~ observed"). The trivial and pretentious aspects of 
--
- Marlow1 s language and observations show up ... when he describes 
his reaction to one cf his conversations with .the Fynes: "I 
became cons··cious of a languid, exhausted embarrassment, bowed 
to Mrs. fyne, and went out .. of the cottage to be ~onfronted -
outside its door by the bespangled, cruel revelation of the 
Immensity of the Universe" (6;). The- indifference of the un~ 
... 
--'1 verse is an integral· part of · the other· tales, but he-re , it 
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~· . His role has chang:e-cl dramatically. In "Youth,"· "Heart of · 
. " 
Darkness," and Lord Jim Marlow deals with the nature -of .. the 
romantic conscience, the morally isolated individual, arid the 
role of the community of men; however, in Chance he @oncentrates 
on women as a sex and t~e theme of romantic love--comple~ely 
d~fferent subjects. If in the earlier tales he· is saying 
-- that- man can realize goodness and fulf_,-llment by reconciling 
\ his imag·inati ve nature with the fixed standards of the com-
m~ni ty, ·1n this nove1l he seems to be saying that man can 
. [ 
realize goodness and fulfillment through romantic love. Further-· 
more,· in dealing with these popular subjects he doesn't 
succeed very well, probably because they conflict -ith his 
alleged misogynistic feelings and his previous obsession with 
individual guilt.as it is manifested in a male character. For 
example, his generalizations about women do not always co1nc·1de 
\ 
-1th his actions toward them ·in the story. He expects us t·o 
believe that women are dishonorable, indecent, without caution, 
• 
and unable to know themselves, yet he sa,7es Flora from com~ . · 
mltting suicide, tries to prevent Mrs. Fyne from disrupting 
her :marriage, and even encourages her second marriage w1 th 
Powell. 42 Yet this statement needs to be qualified, It may be 
~-that Conrad is continuing his realistic treatment of Marlow's 
ambivalence· toward women which 1s evident in "Heart of Dark-
ness '! and Lord Jim. Marlow does make several statements about 
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• • woman's -superiori tY to man in he·r ~b111 ty to face the · ---• 
. horrid truth more·· courageo11:sly. Becaus~ ·of Ma~low' s strong· 
moral sense, Flora has to act out her crises, ·ye·t as_. soon· 
as ·she asserts herself s.he contradi.cts his misogynistic 
..... .. .  beliefs. Flora, the homeless waif, loses Marlow's sympathy , . .. 
as soon· as she makes a pl~n o,f action, such as her attempts. 
at suicide or her decision to elope with Captain Anthony.· 
As a result, Marlow can only assert that she is morally 
' triumphant; but, he cannot show that she 1s.·4J 
In the e~rlier tales Marlow really gets involved in the 
affairs of Ku~z and Jim not only because they objectify his 
own feelings but also beca.use· 1a great deal stands to be lost 
by the c9mmunity of men if he doesn't. However, in Chance 
-he does not get personally involved with anyone. He"··· 
stands on the sidelines chronicling, commenting, conjecturing, 
,--
' clearing up the numerous m1sundersta.ndingq; ,but never becomes 
' 
~e?ulnely involved with eit.her the characters or the events."44 .. 
He never sees Captain Anthony.: he has .a conv-ersatton with Flora 
only once_; he gets a quick view of Mr. deBarra.l in a friend's 
office; arid he can do without the Fynes who are his-main link 
-with Flor~'s ~tory. This lack of involvement can be explained -
in part by the fact thelt s1.noe he does not attribute personal 
\ 
.. guilt to ei,her Flora or Captain Anthony, he fears no moral 
threat to hi.tnself. 45 Furthermore, because the governess, 
... 
Mrs. ·Fyne. and Flora are ·females, they 11 ve in a world all 
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. the1r own and conse·quently do not .be.long to the faithful 
communltyJ of ·men who ·adhere~"to a standa.~d of -conduct. 
·, Even hls. comments on" _his. own narrative authority show a 
conspicuous boredom. "You understand ••• that in order t·o be 
consecutive in my telation of this affair I am telling you at 
once. the details which I heard from·Mrs. Fyne later in the 
day, as well as what little Fyne imparted to me with his 
usual solemnity during that morning call" (11J). The "I" 
then asks the· inappropriate question: "How do you know all 
this?"46 
Marlow, in effect, has Been forced out of hibernation t.o . 
tell a tal~ against his wishes. Consequently, he turns out to 
be very disappointing. This argument gives credence) to the 
reason why the Marlow 1n Chance is not inte.nsely analyzed in 
this paper •. With the completion of Lord Jim, the real Marlow 
disappears from Conradian fiction, and an almost· totally 
\ 
~lffer~nt character-narrator under the alias of Marlow emerges 
1n Chance. 
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· · -I.t ·h.as been the pUl'pose of ... th1s· paper to demonstrate 
that "Youth," "Heart· of Darkness," and Lord Jim define t-hree 
·stages· in the growth of the Marlov1an personal·i ty. Each _tale 
reveals definite characteristics about the nature of the man, 
.. 
and 1r· they are read in the aforementioned order, we can 
observe a striking character change. His character at first 
" reflects naivete, innocence, and youthful dream, then it 
reflects bitter disillusionment both with a strange environ-
ment and his and finally it reflects a vintage 
wisdom which c61les from an 1UJB,ginat1ve nature tempered by 
solid, tragic experience. The point 1S that he ls much more 
than a technical device: " ••• (he) is·· a character as rea1·· as 
. 
. any other. w1 th flesh, blood, mannerisms, id,,losyncras 1es, and 
private -turns ,_of· t-h-eught-,--a man who can··get-·up t=rnd wal-kof his 
own free will to _ lead a. continued existence beyond ··the covers 
of a /book, just as any other successful character· in Conrad. ,,47 
l 
i:- · In "Youth" the twenty year old naive,' adventuresome 
' 
youngster undertakes h1s first journey at sea. During the 
action packed voyage Marlow's imaginative nature cla.shs head-
.. 
... - :---·······-········. ---------·-··--· ···-
on with the indifferent elements: the sea, the wind, the fire, (;. / 
' ~- .· "' 
' . ·:,.,, ·~i 
. /,~ ; I 
.. -.-
.. 
. . . 
-and the gales. With e.ach clash he· exh1 bi ts a reckless daring 
in the face of possible death. However, after he completes f-') 
his Journey and sees the East, he shows signs of maturity. 
He observes that Captain Beard looks old and worn out. His image 
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·_ .·ot· the Eas·t.~_1s· marre<;l by the· harsh western voice w~~ch· 
· .calls him·· "Pig." t And the. blank stare ··of '.the· ·Orientals 
for.ce him to take a second look· at his gl·amorous destination. 
- .~ 
· His physical struggle is the means by which he gains an 
"' 
• 
. awareness of self. This awareness ena·bles him to see. the 
.. 
human condition a little .mor~ realistically. 
In "Heart of. Darkness" the twenty-eight year old seaman 
engages ·1n_ perhaps the most difficult physical and psychological 
struggle in hi$ life, as he journeys up the dangerous Congo in 
quest of -the Belgian trader Kurtz. From his terrible ordeal 
i 
. in the ·congo Marlow sees very clearly the real nature of civ-
ilization, especially since he is able to compare it with t-he 
tfrican community. The ·striking comparison reveals to him the 
hypocrisy of civilization. It exploits the weak for the sake 
of profit wh1 le acting under the guise of progress. .The . ..-;-,_ 
Afr1 can oommun1 ty, al though· pr im1 t 1 ve end even savage in 1 ts .. 
\ 
~ustoms, 1s innocent by comparison. However, for all tts sham 
' 
and hypocrisy c1v111zat1on seems t·o offe~ the_ only 11.ope for 
,, ' 
man's survival. .This he l.earns. from his· relationship wl th . 
·--- --------- - ----~" Kurtz. Kurtz 1s·a mem·ber of oivillza·t1onand although he 
degener~tes from his former self, he at least realizes his 
tragedy when he utters his final words. His final cry redeems 
him in Marlow's eyes and giyes Marlow reason to hope, for 
. 
., Kurtz shows that he 1s not a god but a frail human being. Most 
· importa11t of al-1, .however, Marlow· learns that 1 tpag.1ria t ion 
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wh·1·ch 1s· resports.1ble for man's _most cherished 1·11usions· 
. 
. 
.. ult1·mately faces total. disillusionment and consequently 
- · ... leaves life pretty meaningless. Kurtz' s romantic soul . 
. 1J' 
........ 
" . 
. . 
motivates him to save Africa, but the African wilderness causes 
him to submit to his savage 1-nstincts. As a result, · he. winds 
J 
up with a tremendous void· between what he hop~d to achieve. 
and what-he actually did achieve. Only Marlow's fai .. th in 
his code of conduct and in work honestly done keeps him from 
experiencing a similar·tragedy. Finally, Marlow learns that 
him-self and h1s · fellowman, that he must cling_ 
to his illusions which his romantic conscience creates even 
though he knows they are dreams, and that man must relate to 
his fellow man if -his existence is to have meaning. Thus, 
,\ from his search for a cleaTer understanding of his romantic 
nature and for meaning in life he emerges a. more mature, a 
. more fully human individual with a profound awareness of the 
\ 
. luman condition. , ~ 
' .. ---· 
In Lord Jim the forty-five year old veteran of the sea 
.. 
. . . 
1, 
·' ·I.·• 
.. _. .......... ····· - ..... ~. - . . . ... :·. -··-· ·-.--1 .... ·-··· 
~-
reaches a point of fulfillment in his life-long search for 
knowledge of his own identity and for meaning in life. ·rn 
several ways his pursuit of Jim tests certain beliefs wh4ch he 
.. .' .... 
has acquired from his pursuit of Kurtz. For example, he tries 
to get Jim interested in a job, because he believes that work 
-
-honestly done helps to satisfy man's restless aoul and enables 
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.. 
in Jim's· dilemma ·a·nd~ struggles t.o communicate with him, 
.. ', because he feels that man must connect with his fellow man 
to ~eep his.human qualities alive •. He tr1es to make Jitn aware 
of a certain standard of condu·ct, 6f the v·1rtues of honesty, 
fidelity, .and solidarity be which meri a~e held togethe~ •. Yet 
Jim's obsession with his "dream leaves Marlow's convictions 
wanting. Marlow's struggle, however, to understana the 
nature of his romanti.c c~nscience by studying Jim's leave~ him 
unable to draw definite conelusio~ about it. The romantic 
conscience rema\ns a paradox for· him. While it isolates Jim 
.. -..,_ from his fellow man, it affect_s the entire community of men. 
~ It attracts Marlow to Jim and enlists his sympathies for Jim 
because it is_a beautiful creative force 1n that it compels 
-
• 
~ · Jtm to strive for a goal that makes him appear marvelously 
--· 
superhuman. Yet that conscience repels him and evokes fear in ,,. 
\ f . 
him because it is an awesome destructive force. In forcing 
' Jim to struggle for the unattainable 1t draws him away from 
-·the ranks. of men and leaves him vulnerable to his fa1:~1ngs. 
While it is responsible_for the dreams and illusions which 
give meaning to Jim's life, it leaves him terribly disillusioned. 
' - , . . 
.. 
... ',1 
. 
· Ultima,tely Jim has to reoono1le his conscious self with his 
unrealized identity or face a meaningless ex1·stence. Con-
sequently,. Marlow yields to his ambivalent feelings: 
--. -- ------·---·-···--.. ·-·· - - ~ 
. .-·.-.1 . 
'· 
. ,• 
He hangs ••• in the balance between the .. romantic 
stri v1ng that may frotil a more sober vfew seem 
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promise. with reality that speaks of an in-
_glq~ious weariness even.as it boasts of 
wisdomo, We cannot choose any more than 
Marlow himself can" He would not return 
to the folly that alone perm.itted the 
blind courage·he still~admireso Nor ca~ 
he give up his calm knowledge even ~hough 
Y/ it qas stripped- from him the possibility 
of a heroism he knows ·he lllisse~ even if he 
· ·has his peace without it.48 
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